
PILGRIMAGE IN THE HOLY LAND: ISRAEL  

CHAPTER 8 – Old City: Jerusalem Archaeological Park –  

Western Wall Tunnels – Via Dolorosa 

[City of David, Jerusalem Archaeological Park] 

Marian: “These walls are actually 400 years old. And this road is 1,600 years 

old. . . . We just came in from here, and these are the stones I was talking about, 

and that was the base of an enormous palace built by the Muslims in 8th century. 

In the 8th century, the Muslims were actually already ruling the Middle East. They 

came out of the desert – zhoom! – like that. In 633 CE they had already conquered 

the Middle East. And they brought with them the religion of Islam. 

“But the people ruling in Jerusalem were a little less fanatic. And they were 

enlightened, and great builders. And they built here palaces for their rulers – the 

caliphs. So this is the base of the caliphate palace of the Umayyads, 8th century 

dynasty of Muslims who ruled here.   

[ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Umayyad_dynasty ] 

“But now, let’s see, when we come out of here, we’re going to come to the 

archaeological garden, with the mosque of Al-Aqsa above us. So, let’s move now 

to this one so we can once again get an idea where we are. This is the area we call 

Temple Mount. Right on top in the middle used to be the temple – that’s why it’s 

called Temple Mount. And today, that is where this dynasty, the Umayyads, built 

the first mosque in the 7th century. Then we have the western wall just below. You 

may remember yesterday that I told you that the eastern wall was also the eastern 

wall of Temple Mount. The eastern wall of the city is also the eastern wall of 

Temple Mount. And therefore the western wall is simply the western wall of 

Temple Mount. And that’s why we call it western wall. But, it’s known as the 

Wailing Wall because this part was open – you see, the rest is covered. We’ll see 

later – this part was open for prayer, and people came here to pray or cry for the 

destruction, and it got the name the Wailing Wall. Right on the other side of the 

city is the Jaffa Gate and an enormous fortress built by Herod. 

“So we’re going to start now in the museum of the archaeological garden, but 

I have to first show you something really funny. You can see this arch as it was in 

1880 – later, you’ll see what it looks like today. [Chart] 1935, British mandate 

period, nothing excavated; then, in 1968, in this area, a school had been built by 

the local Muslim residents. When we wanted to excavate this area, we wanted to 

pull down the school because this is the beginning of our history. The City of David 

is just below us, Solomon is building his palace here, and somewhere here is the 

temple – everybody was very excited. We want to see what’s going on. So we 



wanted to pull the school down, but it was a big political problem. Eventually, they 

agreed, and we built them a school somewhere else. And when we went below the 

school, we found a Muslim palace, and the Muslim world wanted to show what a 

wonderful past they had. So this is today. 

“Maybe I can make the whole thing clearer to you if I show you this aerial 

map – it may help you. Cause one of two things is going to happen right now: you’ll 

be totally confused or it’s beginning to become clearer. If you’re totally confused, 

that’s a very good stage (laughter) – you’re exactly as I am. 

“So, Temple Mount – we’re here (shows on the aerial map) where the temple 

stood – notice that there’s an area here that is a little bit higher. I’m hoping we’ll 

be able to go up on Temple Mount tomorrow and see that. And here you can see 

the City of David below. The Kidron Valley, which leads into the Jehoshaphat 

Valley, and the valley of the sons of Hinnom – these make the natural defense of 

ancient Jerusalem from three sides. And then the northern side – no natural 

defense. And here the walls of the city today.  

 
 

Jerusalem Archaeological Park http://www.archpark.org.il/index.asp 

“So, maybe it’s beginning to come together. OK, let’s begin in the museum. 

[walk inside] So here we have pottery from this period. Now, as you probably 

know, you had to pay a certain tax to come into the temple; it was the half shekel 

tax. And it looks like this – we found those coins. And you can see many coins here. 

Now those who are buying ancient coins – there is nothing easier to forge than an 
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ancient coin. So you must be really careful to get a certificate that says what it is. 

Now this cups, which Pat would like to see as coffee cups, are actually purification 

mugs for purifying the hands. If you remember I showed you the big jar – and 

anything having to do with purification was always stone. Also, weights and 

measures from the market area. But most exciting was a stone here – in between 

the coins – is something that says, ‘for the sacrifice.’ And it probably stood in one 

of these shops where people could buy sacrificial birds. There’s also a very good 

picture over here that shows us what happened after the year 70 AD. After the 

year 70, the temple was destroyed. Now in the 4th century, Christianity begins. 

Christians come here. Christianity does not build anything on Temple Mount, 

because Jesus foretold the destruction of the temple. They build on the western 

hill. 

“The history of Jerusalem is very intricate. And the history here is that 

Christianity took away the importance of the eastern hill and moved it to the 

western hill. And that’s why we have here the Church of the Holy Sepulcher. And 

what’s most important here is that you can see that this is the main street – the 

Cardo – and this Cardo was the processional highway to get to the temple. Those 

of you who came with me on the Cardo at Beit-Shean – remember the steps? – 

those steps led up to something important. And you have exactly the same here. 

You have stairs leading up to the main building, which was the Church of the Holy 

Sepulcher.  

 

“Guys, come and see a show. [film starts – in Hebrew] This is the Umayyad 

palace I was telling you about. And the person is showing you the early excavations 
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here. Benjamin Mazar [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benjamin_Mazar] was the 

first person to excavate here in 1968. And it wasn’t until the 1990s that serious 

excavations were held here and most of the finds that we have today. So, we’re 

going to see the Herodian street, which was excavated by this guy, Ronnie Reich 

[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ronny_Reich], who was a genius in archaeology. 

“OK – we’re moving on. There’s a film in English – we’ll see that.” 

Paul: “Walking through this museum looks like we’re walking inside an 

ancient stone palace. Wow – the Temple Mount.” Seeing the film portraying the 

ancient Temple Mount with the temple on top. 

Film (narrator describes his experiences in the ancient city of Jerusalem):  

Talks about bringing a sacrifice to the temple.   

“There is no other place on this earth that attracts so much love, passion, and 

longing as Jerusalem. And more than anywhere else, this mountain – Mount 

Moriah. Here was the offering of Isaac, here the first temple was built and 

destroyed; from here the Jews were exiled to Babylon. Here the second temple was 

built and destroyed. Thousands of believers wept and prayed amongst these 

stones. Now they’re gone. 

“But once – once – this spot looked very different. [transport back in time 

2,000 years ago] Three times a year, Jews from all over came on pilgrimage here. 

Back then it was no easy trip. The journey along the winding road to Jerusalem 

was long. People spent weeks trekking here. Imagine a man walking to Jerusalem, 

a tent strapped to his back, arriving from a village in Galilee or Judea, a village 

with maybe ten or fifteen houses – a few dozen people. He stops before a massive 

structure – the largest structure ever built in the country. He’s never seen so many 

people, thousands of people, dressed in white, sacrificing, - and above them the 

temple. 

“Even the smallest stones in the wall weighed two-and-a-half tons. Try to 

imagine this – standing beneath Robinson’s Arch – the stone structure named for 

its modern discoverer – looking up at the Temple Mount. I’ve always wondered 

what that felt like – passing walls, touching stones. This broken cup (picks up a 

cup) – does anyone know what it is? I don’t have an answer. So many things are 

scattered here, but for some reason this cup attracted my attention. And I can’t 

stop thinking about it. Whose was it? Or how was it used? 

“Here the pilgrim ended his long journey – from Judea, from Galilee, or from 

across the Jordan, or from Greece – here the physical journey had come to an end. 

But the spiritual journey was only beginning. Here the pilgrim came with a bundle 



and with a small bag of wages that he had saved up. [pilgrim walks through the 

market place, makes a purchase] 

“The pilgrim couldn’t carry his sacrifice all the way to Jerusalem without it 

getting hurt. The sacrifice rules were clear, but not always easy to follow. A woman 

who had given birth brought two doves, a cured leper brought a sheep. The 

sacrificial lamb was brought here. 

“The journey for the pilgrim continues. Now he goes to one of the ritual 

baths. He enters the closed room. The stone steps are divided in two: he descends 

down one side, still in an impure state; he immerses his naked body, then he 

ascends on the other side, now in a pure state. Now purified, careful not to touch 

any impure object or person, he ascends the stairs through the holy gate and 

emerges on the Temple Mount. He’s prepared and sanctified. I can almost hear 

his heart pounding as the temple looms before him. 

“He sees a huge platform filled with tens of thousands of people. He 

approaches the temple, the breath-taking building made of colossal stones, 

towering high above the courtyard. Opposite him is the sacrificial altar. Up to the 

barrier surrounding the temple, entry is permitted to all; only Jews may pass 

beyond it. Women are in the Women’s court. Only priests are allowed into the 

closed building. And only a high priest may enter the Holy of Holies on Yom 

Kippur. The temple does not contain a single statue. The temple is the House of 

God. 

“The sacrifices are performed only by the priests. The pilgrim presents a 

sacrifice to the priest. The priest raises his hands. The holy scent ascends from the 

altar. The pilgrim from Galilee stands in awe. 

“This was once a bustling place. We’ll never know all the details. We can only 

imagine – how this temple looked, what the people did here, how they felt in this 

holy place. We’ll never really solve the mystery of this place – yet I come here to 

feel the past, and listen to its echoes. From here we carry a memory that will last 

a lifetime.”  

[Film ends. Memory of the images seen remains in our hearts and minds.] 

[Walk out to the Jerusalem Archaeological Park]  



 
 

Near the southwest corner of the Temple Mount, a few building stones project 

from the face of the wall, beginning with the eleventh course above the ancient 

street level. These stones were part of a tremendous arch, rather a broad vault, 

supported on one side by the Western Wall and on the other by a pier built of large 

Herodian ashlars with typical drafted margins. The four square recesses opening 

onto the street, visible in the pier, were probably shops. The paved street ran 

beneath the arch. The arch is named after the American Bible scholar Edward 

Robinson, who first identified it in 1839. 

Marian: “We’re at the corner of the southern and western wall. But you 

notice, that even though this is the western wall, there is no one praying here – and 

for very good reason. We’ll talk about that a little later. Look at the size of the 

stones. Remember, in the film he says the smallest ones are two-and-a-half tons. 

The biggest – going from 70 tons to 300 tons. One stone, I’m going to show you. 

But look also at the frame around them. Remember, we talked about that frame 

when we were in Dan. And Ron (Moseley) was saying how that frame was found 

also in Samaria and taken by the Hasmoneans, and then copied by Herod. Here 

you can see the fire of the day of the destruction 2,000 years ago. See all this 

blackened area here. When the Romans arrive, they decide to destroy the temple. 

They throw down these boulders – see them here? And they throw down the upper 

part of the wall. They get to a certain level, and they realize it’s taking too long. So 

they say, ‘Great idea, we will leave the rest as a symbol of the mighty city that we 

conquered. So everybody now knew the might of Jerusalem. But that was the 

height in the time of Yoshua – that was the height in the time of Herod. 
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“Now, just above us here you can see an arch that begins to turn out from the 

wall – can you see that arch? (response: ‘yeh, right there’) And that would have 

been this arch here (showing on a picture of the former city as depicted by an 

artist) – this would have been Robinson’s arch, discovered by Edward Robinson – 

he was American. [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Robinson_(scholar)] He 

was one of the first people to start discovering things in Jerusalem. He sees that 

arch – and it later became named after him. But that was the exit from the temple. 

Where you see the windows, that’s where people came out of the temple and down 

to the street below. They would come down an enormous staircase and out onto 

this street. When the boulders – when the stones – fell down, they cracked the 

stones here.   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robinson%27s_Arch  

“Now, where we are right here is a cornerstone. It’s not the cornerstone that 

was rejected. It’s not that one. But it’s a cornerstone which is very, very exciting, 

because – at the corner of this temple which faces into the city – on Friday night 

they would blow the trumpet to tell you that the Sabbath was arriving. You 

actually blow it three times: the first time, stop work; the second time, make sure 

you’re near your home; the third time, stop work, the Sabbath has begun. And it’s 

blown from this corner here. When they uncovered this stone, they were amazed 

to find the inscription of the trumpet blower.: ‘This is the house of the trumpet 

blower.’ This is, of course, a copy. You can see here a nice diagram. And this would 

have been the corner that the Romans just throw down.  

[Josephus IV: 9:12 – “Above the roof of the priests’ chambers, . . . it was the custom 

for one of the priests to stand and to give notice, by sound of trumpet, in the 

afternoon of the approach, and on the following evening of the close, of every 

seventh day, announcing to the people the respective hours for ceasing work and 

for resuming their labors.”] 

“I want to give you three or four minutes – not more – to make photos. Some 

of you might want a photo by the pile of stones. And then we’re going from here 

to the southern steps. But, you really will need a photo – when we think of ‘one 

stone shall not stand upon another,’ that’s pretty amazing stuff that we have here. 

[Matthew 24:2 - And Jesus said unto them, See ye not all these things? verily I say 

unto you, There shall not be left here one stone upon another, that shall not be 

thrown down.]  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robinson%27s_Arch


 
 

A street paved with large stone slabs and bordered with curbstones runs along the 

Western Wall of the Temple Mount. From its location and method of construction 

it is clear that it was the main street of Jerusalem in the late Second Temple period. 

Along the street, under it, run two drains. Large fallen Herodian building blocks, 

heaped up on the paving stones in the north part of the street, are clear evidence 

of the destruction of the Temple Mount after the Roman occupation.  

Immediately after the occupation of the Temple Mount and the burning of the 

Temple (on the ninth and tenth days of the month of Av, 70 CE), the Roman 

soldiers embarked on the deliberate destruction of the Temple, the Royal Stoa and 

the walls of the Temple Mount. They dismantled the large stones of which the 

Temple Mount walls and Robinson's Arch were built, and hurled them down to 

the street below. Hundreds of tons of building stones were thus heaped up on the 

paved street; the effect is clearly visible even today, in the tremendous collapse and 

the sunken paving stones in the area just opposite the Robinson's Arch pier. 

“This is the area of the shops. The most popular of the sacrifices was the bird. 

Now, below this floor that we are standing on – this is the Herodian pavement. You 

actually, right now, are standing in the footsteps of Yoshua, because this is the 

pavement that he walked on. This is it. This is the pavement, guys. Built by Herod 

– tread by Yoshua. And it’s not the lowest level, for below us here you can see the 

continuation of the drainage. Now, actually right now we are in the valley. The 

valley between what?” 

Response: “the high western and the low eastern . . .” 
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Marian: “Yes, the high western hill and the low eastern hill. We’re right in 

the valley, which means in the winter you had torrential floods coming in here. 

You had torrential floods, and you had to channel them, and so Herod had 

drainage. It was on these shops where people would buy their sacrifice, you would 

have a symbol of what you were selling, people would get their sacrifice, and then 

they would come around to the southern wall and go into the temple from there.  

 
 

All the shops flanking the wall itself collapsed as the first stone-blocks were thrown 

down. The fallen masonry has been left as found on the paving stones in the north 

part of the exposed section. Not all of the building stones are rectangular. Some 

have slightly concave faces, indicating that they were originally used in Robinson's 

Arch; others include stone steps, presumably from the staircase carried by the 

arch; stones with a triangular cross section; stones with an elongated projection 

and dressed margins on three faces, of the type used in the upper face of the walls; 

rounded stones from the stone parapet flanking the staircase on Robinson's Arch; 

and fragments of the carved doorjambs of the great gate set into the Temple 

Mount wall just above Robinson's Arch. 

“The southern wall was the main entrance to the temple. That’s where we’re 

going now. [walk around the corner to the southern wall] 

“Does anybody have any idea why this pavement is broken? And it’s not from 

a rock fall.” 

Ellen: “Is it where you enter for cleaning?” 
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Marian: “No, but that’s a lovely idea. It’s so logical.” 

Kim: “The drainage.” 

Marian: “Yes, it’s always the drainage. Now, when the city rebelled against 

the Romans, one of the places they hid was in the drains. (response: ‘Oh’) So the 

Romans broke the stones and pulled them out of the drains, and we know this from 

the story of Josephus. So this is not the same as the stones that come down over 

there (pointing to western wall area) – that was the destruction from the stones 

falling. This was Romans getting people out of the drains of Jerusalem. And the 

same over here. (shows another area) 

Pilgrim: “What do you mean by drains?” 

Marian: “I’m sorry. Drains means sewerage system.” [begin walking to 

southern wall area] 

“So this is what was here 2,000 years ago. What you can see – if you look now 

ahead of you – the lower course is Byzantine. Only the big stones of the corner are 

Herodian. The Byzantine is very nicely cut. And above that, a little of the 

Crusader, and above that Turkish. 

“So these enormous palatial buildings here were the Umayyad dynasty, 

Muslims, who built their palaces here, and they built the mosque – mostly because 

they wanted to move the religious center from Mecca and Medina to here. Because 

they were ruling from Damascus. That’s how – I really think – you get your 

midnight journey from.  



 
 

A tall structure adjoins the south wall of the Temple Mount and the south end of 

the Al-Aqsa Mosque. The top of this structure offers a panoramic view: to the west 

and south lie the Umayyad palace and beyond that the Jewish Quarter and the 

east slope of Mount Zion; to the east are the Huldah Gates and the monumental 

staircase, and the Mount of Olives; to the southeast lie the Ophel and the outskirts 

of the City of David. Originally, access to this structure, whose plan and purpose 

are unclear, was probably from the Temple Mount. In its present state, the 

structure incorporates architectural elements of different periods - Fatimid, 

Crusader, Mamluk and Ottoman. In the Crusader period there was probably a 

gate in the structure which led into the Temple Mount and to the area known as 

Solomon's Stables. 

Marian: “You know, in the Koran it never says Jerusalem. It just says a 

midnight journey while he’s asleep.  

 [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isra_and_Mi'raj] 

Paul: "That’s what I was saying – that he never was here. Actually, it was 

just a vision." 

Marian: “It was a vision.” 

Paul: “It’s like that song, ‘Last night as I was sleeping, I dreamed a dream so 

fair, I was in New Jerusalem beside the temple there (breaking into song) . . .” 

Marian: “That’s the song, that’s the song I wanted to sing as we came in.” 
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Paul: “But I don’t know all the words, I only know parts of it." 

Marian: “That’s OK.” [we continue walking toward the southern wall] 

Paul (trying to recall the words, singing softly):   

I saw the Holy City   

Beside the tideless sea;   

The light of God was on its streets,   

The gates were open wide,   

And all who would might enter,   

And no one was denied.   

No need of moon or stars by night,   

Or sun to shine by day; 

Stan starts singing: “It was the New Jerusalem, that would not pass away.” 

Others join in:   

Jerusalem! Jerusalem!   

Lift up your gates and sing,   

Hosanna in the highest!   

Hosanna to your King!   

Hosanna in the highest!   

Hosanna to your King!  

Paul: “That’s the song.” 

Stan: “There you go, brother.” 

Kathy: “That sounded beautiful, you guys.” 

Paul: “It was the moment, you know, inspired by the moment.” 

Kathy: “There’s nothing like two siblings that blend their voices.” 

[Walking past the corner of the western wall and southern wall] 

Marian: “The first thing is to pay attention to all this drainage system. We’re 

just seeing a small part of it. And then we’re going to see lots of places for 

purification. You couldn’t go into the temple without purification, which is why I 

think the film was so helpful in understanding what the pilgrim was going through. 

As we round the corner here, look up above and you can see a lintel on top of the 



arch, which is the beginning of the end of the exit from the temple - two doors that 

were the exit. And we’re on our way to the three doors which were the entrance. 

[Alongside the southern wall area]  

 
 

In the Second Temple period there were two gates in the south wall of the Temple 

Mount, known as the 'Huldah Gates'. The western Huldah Gate (the 'Double 

Gate') lies under the Al-Aqsa Mosque. Today the opening is blocked up and a 

medieval building adjoins it; in front of the gate are the remains of a partly-

reconstructed monumental stair-case. The eastern Huldah Gate (the 'Triple Gate') 

consisted of three arched openings; they too are blocked up today.  

The monumental staircase leading to the Temple Mount consists of alternating 

narrow and broad steps. The original stairs are grayish in color; some are broken 

and others are hewn in the natural rock. Their remains are quite clearly 

distinguishable from the reconstructed steps, which are more crudely dressed of 

white limestone. The staircase leads up to the western Huldah Gate, and a similar 

staircase probably led to the eastern gate. The two gates may have been named 

after the prophetess Huldah who, according to tradition, lived in Jerusalem in the 

First Temple period. The Gates led into tunnels through which people could pass 

beneath the Royal Stoa, on their way to the Temple Mount precinct, as related in 

the Mishna: "The two Huldah Gates on the south, that served for coming in and 

for going out..." (Middot 1:3). 

Marian: “See the original steps from 2,000 years ago? Below us is the City of 

David. Today we know, with the most recent excavation, that there was the 
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staircase beginning from the Pool of Siloam. 

 [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pool_of_Siloam] When we talk of the Pool of 

Siloam – that is not for purification. The Pool of Siloam was drinking water. That’s 

where people would get a drink. They would not be purifying themselves. The 

purification pools were here (pointing to excavated ruins at southern area), you 

can see a few of them. 

“And notice the steps, the way Herod built them. One long one, one short 

one; one long one, one short one. This is what we find all the way down to the Pool 

of Siloam. Today, it is very strenuous, but it can be done. You can come right up 

the stairs, exactly like pilgrims did 2,000 years ago. So, purification – if you were 

still not purified here – the last possibility was before you went in the triple gate.” 

[discussion of bringing sacrifices to the temple] 

Ellen: “What I was wondering is, who took care of the goat when the pilgrim 

went down into the pool?” 

Marian: “You would have attendants, lots of people to help you. You usually 

wouldn’t be on your own. You usually came with your family. Don’t forget, the 

whole lifestyle 2,000 years ago was family lifestyle, and extended family. You really 

didn’t come on your own on a pilgrimage. Remember, Joseph comes with Mary, 

and they have Yoshua with them, and they’re in a group.” 

Pat: “But how far could Mary go here? The women weren’t allowed to go.” 

Marian: “Everybody goes up to the courtyard, the large courtyard we saw in 

the film. So this is the stairs – we haven’t gone into the temple complex, yet – and 

this is the southern wall of the temple complex. Come.” 

[Walking up the stairs – long one, short one]  



 
 

The arches and walls now sealing the openings of the eastern Huldah Gate post-

date the Second Temple period. The only remains of the original Herodian 

masonry are a part of the threshold and the lowest stone of the western (left) 

doorjamb. These meager remnants are sufficient to give one an idea of the 

magnificence of the gateway prior to its destruction by the Romans.  

Behind the walls blocking the gate, as in the western gate, there is a tunnel-like 

passage which led under the Royal Stoa to the Temple Mount precinct. In front of 

the eastern Huldah Gate, too, there was a monumental staircase, resting on a 

vault; most of it - which has not been preserved - was built of stone, the remainder 

was rock-cut. Part of this staircase is scheduled to be reconstructed to demonstrate 

the full splendor of the southern entrances to the Temple Mount in the Second 

Temple period. 

Marian: “So you see these enormous stones. What a difference between 

Herod and what comes above him. That’s Herodian work. And this is not the base. 

This goes down another five meters, and the stairs come up to here. Did you notice 

one big wide stone, and one small stone? What that does is – you can’t run up the 

stairs. You have to go in a leisurely fashion. You have to go with reverence. And 

then you get here, and you have these three arches, which was the area of the 

entrance.” 

Paul: “Why are they covered up?” 

Marian: “In the Muslim period, this is the base of the wall, and there were 

many changes. This is the southern wall where we’re standing. And the triple gate 
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was the entrance. From here was a tunnel 17 meters long, and you came out to the 

esplanade above. Now, this is something that will become very much clearer when 

we go through the western wall tunnel, because we have models there, and 

diagrams that bring it all together. [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Huldah_gate] 

“What I want to have now is one quick reading that Pastor Thomas prepared 

for us -  

“Now, these steps have been redone. If everything goes OK tomorrow, and we get 

on Temple Mount, I’ll show you exactly where the tunnel came out.” 

Paul: “So why are they covered up now?” (referring to the triple arched 

gates, also known as the Huldah Gates) 

Marian: “Because now is not 2,000 years ago. All that was destroyed by the 

Romans, and when the area was rebuilt by the Muslims, they covered it all up. In 

the Crusader period, they opened it up again, and they had stables inside. When 

Herod built the complex – what I’m going to explain when we get in the tunnels – 

it’s very hard to explain when you can’t see anything – but when we get into the 

tunnels I can explain exactly how he did this sub-structure. This wall is a support 

wall for the platform on which the temple stood. And below the platform is a sub-

structure, which I’ll try to explain a bit more clearly when we go into the tunnels. 

“So, we wanted to have a short reading, because opposite us is the Mount of 

Olives, and Pastor Tom, do we have the reading? [Pastor John agrees to do the 

reading] 

[digression – Marian’s discussion of Joshua 10, “where there was a forced 

march all night, and then the battle. And if you know the country, you will know 

that when the sun stands on Gibeon – that’s sunrise, in the east – and if the moon 

stands on Aijalon, that’s the moon going down. So we’re talking sunrise on Gibeon, 

and the moon standing on Aijalon as it’s going down. In other words, the speech 

that was given by this wonderful rabbi about the sun stopping so the people 

wouldn’t have to fight on Friday had no possible proof to it at all. The opposite 

about it in the Scripture – it will tell you everything.] 

Pastor John: Acts 2:37- 41 [The Day of Pentecost, and the baptism of 3,000]  

“There’s at least 3,000 people who are listening to Peter, who had not many days 

before denied Christ. About 50 days. (New International Version 1984) 

“When the day of Pentecost arrived, they were all together in one place.” 

(Acts 2:1) . . . 36 “Therefore let all Israel be assured of this: God has made this 

Jesus, whom you crucified, both Lord and Christ. 37 37 When the people heard 



this, they were cut to the heart and said to Peter and the other apostles, “Brothers, 

what shall we do?” 38 Peter replied, “Repent and be baptized, every one of you, in 

the name of Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of your sins. And you will receive the 

gift of the Holy Spirit. 39 The promise is for you and your children and for all who 

are far off—for all whom the Lord our God will call.” 40 With many other words 

he warned them; and he pleaded with them, “Save yourselves from this corrupt 

generation.” 41 Those who accepted his message were baptized, and about three 

thousand were added to their number that day. 

Marian: “This is what I wanted you to see in Scripture. If you go around 

Jerusalem with me for five years, you won’t find anywhere else where 3,000 people 

can be baptized at once, except for all these areas that go down there. Don’t forget, 

the road wasn’t there. If you want a place where 3,000 people are baptized – this 

is it. And where better than in the shadow of the temple, which had not yet been 

destroyed.  

 

“Now, I really need to apologize about the tight schedule, because when they 

make these times, they don’t think of guides and groups. They just think when to 

put us in the slot. So we’re moving now to the famous western wall.” 

Female voice: “Which gate is this?” 

Marian: “This we call the Huldah Gate. And this would have been going into 

the temple. And now we’re going to a model that will show us the walls, and the 

gates, and everything – and if you are confused, that’s good, because now I’ll be 
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able to put things straight for you. So stay confused for a tiny bit longer. It’s really 

healthy for you. Let’s go.” 

 
 

Sign at entrance to the Western Wall:   

“Dear Visitors, You are approaching the holy site of the Western Wall where the 

Divine Presence always rests. Please make sure you are appropriately and 

modestly dressed so as not to cause harm to this holy place or to the feelings of the 

worshippers. Sincerely, Rabbi of the Western Wall and Holy Site.  
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The Divine Presence Never   

Moves from the Western Wall.   

 

Jewish tradition teaches that the Temple  

Mount is the focal point of Creation.   

In the center of the mountain lies the  

“Foundation Stone” of the world.   

Here Adam came into being.   

Here Abraham, Isaac and Jacob served God.   

The First and Second Temples were built   

upon this mountain.    

The Ark of the Covenant was set upon the   

Foundation Stone itself.   

Jerusalem was chosen by God as the dwelling   

place of the Shechinah.   

David longed to build the Temple, and   

Solomon, his son, built the First Temple here   

about 3000 years ago.   

It was destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar   

of Babylon.   

The Second Temple was rebuilt on its ruins  

seventy years later.   

It as razed by the Roman legions   

over 1900 years ago.   

The present Western Wall before you is a   

remnant of the western Temple Mount   

retaining walls.    

Jews have prayed in its shadow  

for hundreds of years, an expression of their   

faith in the rebuilding of the Temple.   

The Sages said about it: “The Divine Presence   

never moves from the Western Wall.”   

Temple Mount continues to be the focus   

of prayer for Jews from all over the world.   

“My House is a House of Prayer for all Peoples.” Isaiah 56:7  

[Pass through a security area at the Dung Gate, the entrance to the Western 

Wall]  



 
 

At the Western Wall, also known as “the Wailing Wall” (Ha-Kotel, in Hebrew). A 

massive, blank wall built of huge stone bocks, the Western wall (of the Temple 

Mount) is Judaism’s holiest site, and the plaza in front of it is a permanent place 

of worship. The wall is part of the retaining wall of the Temple Mount and was 

built by Herod the Great during his expansion of the Temple enclosure. The huge, 

lower stones are Herodian, while those higher up date from early Islamic times.  

A newly constructed ramp to the right leads tourists to the Temple Mount 

platform (above) and the Dome of the Rock mosque.  
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Praying at the Western ("Wailing") Wall. [Flashback to 2007: As I was praying 

at the Western Wall, with my hands raised over my head and touching the ancient 

stones of the wall, I began to feel a divine presence. I had my eyes closed and I 

recited the Shema Yisrael prayer that I had memorized: Shema Yisrael Adonai 

Eloheinu Adonai Ehad - Hear, O Israel: the Lord is our God, the Lord is One. All 

of a sudden I saw with my spiritual eye two sky-blue eyes looking at me and I heard 

a voice say, "Behold, you are my beloved son in whom I am well pleased." I 

realized there and then that the Divine Presence never leaves the Western Wall, 

and that was why the Jewish people to this day come and pray there.] 

[Enter the Western Wall Tunnels] 

Model of Mount Moriah (Temple Mount) -- inside the entrance to the tunnels 

(near the Wailing Wall or Western Wall)  

 

Marian (using the model of Mount Moriah, Temple Mount) : “What we have 

today is an enormous substructure, and on the substructure is a mosque. And we’ll 

now take away the mosque.” 

Pilgrims: “Yeahhhh!” 

Marian: “And I will also take away the substructure.” 

Pilgrims: “Ohhh.” 
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Marian: “And I’ll take away the Muslim Quarter.” 

Kevin: “And we have nothing left.” 

Paul: “The Rock of Abraham.”  

 
 

Model of Construction of the platform (by Herod the Great) around the Temple 

Mount complex. The entire edifice was built on the bedrock known as Mount 

Moriah. This name is used only twice in the Old Testament. Abraham was sent to 

sacrifice his son Isaac in “the land of Moriah” (Gen 22:2). The northern part of 

the ridge of Mount Moriah is actually 250 feet higher than the southeastern hill 

because the eastern ridge slopes towards the south. It is on this higher elevation 

that Solomon built the Temple Mount. Solomon’s commencement of his grand 

design for Jerusalem enclosed the higher ridge of Mount Moriah, which provided 

space for the temple and palace complex. David expanded Jerusalem northward 

upon the northern part of the eastern ridge (2 Chr. 3:1). The threshing floor of 

Ornan the Jebusite (2 Sam 24; 1 Chr 21) has been identified with Solomon’s 

temple. Some see in the description of the Lord’s appearing to David a reminder 

of his appearing to Abraham there. The Jewish historian Josephus (Antiquities 

1.13.2; 7.13.4), as well as the second-century BC book of Jubilees, connects the 

place of the temple with the place where Isaac was offered up (Jubilees 18:13). 

Moriah has been linked with Mt. Gerizim by Samaritan tradition. Muslim 

tradition links the Dome of the Rock with Abraham’s sacrifice of Isaac on the great 

rock under the dome of the mosque. 
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Marian: “Now what we have left is what was here at the time of David – the 

hill that is sometimes called the hill of Moriah. The City of David. This is up to 

here (shows the low eastern hill on model). Then David buys the threshing floor. 

And he buys it in order to put the Ark of the Covenant, which is the seat of the 

Spirit of God. There’s this guy named Araunah, and he was not intending to sell, 

but he got a really good price, so in the end he said, ‘OK, take it.’ So, David buys 

it. Solomon builds the first temple, and the first temple stood on top of the hill. 

(places the temple on the hill) Now, it would face the Mount of Olives, which is 

where I’m standing (in the east). And this here – 20 x 20 x 20 (9m) cubits – would 

be the Holy of Holies.   

[ 2 Chronicles 3:1: "Then Solomon began to build the house of the LORD at 

Jerusalem in mount Moriah, where [the LORD] appeared unto David his father; 

for which provision had been made in the Place of David, in the threshingfloor of 

Ornan the Jebusite." Araunah was a Jebusite who was mentioned in the Books of 

Samuel who owned the threshing floor on the summit of Mount Moriah that David 

purchased and used as the site for assembling an altar to God. The narrative 

concerning Araunah appears at both 2 Samuel 24 and 1 Chronicles 21. The 

Prophet Gad instructed David to build an altar at Araunah's threshing floor, so 

David purchased the location from Araunah, even though Araunah offered it to 

him freely. According to the Books of Samuel, David paid 50 silver shekels for the 

location; Chronicles states that David paid 600 gold shekels.   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Moriah] 

“Now, this is the temple built by Solomon. So far it’s simple, right? (pilgrims 

nod their heads) One day, along come the wicked Babylonians, and they destroy 

the temple. (Marian knocks over the temple)  
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Pilgrims: “Ohhh, no.” 

Marian: “And all the people go off into Babylon, weaping. They get to 

Babylon, but they do not forget their heritage. And they say, ‘How will we worship 

the Lord in a foreign land?’ And because they don’t forget their heritage, and 

because they want to do things right, God sends good Persians to destroy the bad 

Babylonians, and they come back and rebuild the second temple. Ta-Tum! (places 

temple back on the hill) OK. Second temple is rebuilt, looking just like the first 

temple. And standing for about 500 years. Then along comes Mister King Herod 

the Great. Mister King Herod says, ‘I’m going to make for you a beautiful, big 

new temple,’ and the people said, ‘Dear Mister King Herod, if you do that, we will 

kill you.’ Why? You cannot change the size of the temple. Those dimensions are 

from God. 20 cubits wide, 30 cubits high, 60 cubits long – that’s all God-given. 

That’s sacred dimensions.   

[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solomon's_Temple] 

“So Herod says: ‘What can I do?’ He thinks for a bit – and what you have to 

imagine is that the temple is still there, he doesn’t move it – and then he says, ‘the 

only thing I can do is, I will build an enormous platform around the mountain.’ So 

he builds a wall to the west, a wall to the south, a wall to the east, and a wall to the 

north. Don’t forget, this was here all the time (pointing to the temple on top of the 

hill). He couldn’t take it down, because they would have killed him. So he builds 

around this (temple). The eastern wall had a gate in it that you know as . . . 

(response: ‘eastern gate’) the eastern gate. You got it. So that gateway – when the 

walls are rebuilt 400 years ago – is still going to be in the same place. Just opposite 

the temple. 

“Now, the Romans come along, and they destroy the temple. (Marian takes 

the temple away – again) That was the year 70 AD. And then what they do is they 

try to destroy this (the walls) – remember the stones we saw on the ground? They 

tried to throw down the big stones, but they can’t. They give up. And they need 

this platform. You remember, when Christianity takes over, it will not build here. 

Why? Because, remember what I said, Yoshua had foretold this destruction, so 

they’re not going to build anything there; they’re going to leave the ruin as it was 

predicted. So it remains empty. 

“Then along come – in the 7th century – the Muslims. They find this 

enormous empty area, and they put on their mosque. Are things getting clearer? 

(response: ‘yes’) Now, you have this enormous wall to the west, to the east, to the 

north, to the south – and a mosque. And everything is wonderful for a short while. 

But then Europe comes to a realization that the holy city of Jerusalem is being run 

by the Muslims. Not good. So they go on a crusade, and they are a military order. 



It’s kill, or be killed. And they get to Jerusalem, and they destroy all the mosques. 

They destroy all the mosques, except this one. Because they think this is Solomon’s 

temple. So they get a group of crusaders here called the Templars, who are 

supposed to look after the temple. That’s the Templars. They put a big cross on 

here, and everybody is happy for a little while – you know how these things don’t 

last long. They’ve destroyed everything in the city that’s Muslim, except this (the 

mosque).  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Templars  

 

“Now the Muslims are getting stronger. After 200 years of Crusader rule 

from the 12th century to the 13th century, the Muslims are now running back, and 

they want to get everything back. They were here in the 7th century through the 

9th century, to the end of the 10th century, then in the 11th century along come 

the Crusaders, and through the 13th century is the Crusaders – and then the 

Muslims come back. OK? 

“When the Muslims come back again and reconquer, they are delighted to 

find that the mosque has not been destroyed. What do they do? They raise the level 

of the city to the level of the mosque. (places the Muslim Quarter next to the 

western side of the platform) And all this part of the western wall is hidden. The 

tunnel that we’re going to go through goes along this (western wall). OK? This 

part remained open – I call it the plaza. So this is the western wall (in the plaza), 

and all this is the western wall (under the tunnel). So if you’re going to put in a 

piece of paper (prayer note) in the western wall, you can put it anywhere along the 

wall – and I would suggest putting it opposite the temple where the temple stood, 
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and I’ll stand there for you.   

“And down here we have our excavations. Questions?” 

Lady: “The Wailing Wall is inside, also?” 

Marian: “No. This is the plaza, and this is the wall that you see here (Wailing 

Wall).” 

Lady: “What are the tunnels we’re going in?” 

Marian: “The tunnel we’re going in goes along the excavation below the 

Muslim Quarter, and I have another model that will help you understand that.” 

Lady: “That makes sense.”  

 
 

Model pieces include the removal of the Second Temple, the building of the Dome 

of the Rock mosque during the Muslim period, and the elevation of the city (left 

side) around the Western Wall of the Temple Mount. 

Marian: “Now, why would they want to raise the level of the Muslim 

Quarter?” [we are now walking in the tunnel, with the sound of excavation and 

machinery causing a constant loud hum] So it will be near the level of the mosque. 

[as we walk behind Marian, it is not easy to hear what she is saying, even though 

she has a small microphone] So, this is the substructure. That’s more or less what 

Herod did when he had to build around the mountain. He used a system of arches 
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to build up the structure. The valley – between the high western hill and the low 

eastern hill – is about 25 meters below us.   

[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Western_Wall_Tunnel] 

“At one time there were British archaeologists (Charles Wilson and Charles 

Warren) here when the country was under Turkish Muslim rule. They certainly 

weren’t going to prevent them from excavating the area, so the British 

archaeologists dug these shafts. This shaft – Warren shaft – is how he got down, 

layer by layer. He found the bridge that I’m going to show you in a moment – we 

call it Wilson’s Bridge, because Wilson had also dug a shaft. So this is the shaft 

from the 1860s when you couldn’t excavate. But they already knew then what was 

going on here.” 

Ellen: “Did the Turks not know they were digging here?” 

Marian: “The Turks are Muslims. They don’t care. They have the mosque. 

They don’t want anyone playing around the mosque. Come and see one more 

thing. (walk further through the western wall tunnel) 

Dennis: “What kind of stones are these, Herodian?” 

Marian: “You can see Herodian stones – you recognize them by the fact that 

they have the border.” 

[Ginger gives me advice on how to take better pictures inside the tunnels – 

“take the flash off”]  
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Marian: “First of all, I want to show you this: if you have a high western hill, 

and a lot of people living there, and then a low eastern hill, which has the temple, 

you’re not going to run down into the valley and up the hill to get from the high 

western hill to the valley – you’re going to make a bridge. And here you can see a 

bridge. But, what they needed to do – we found in the excavation – to make it 

strong, was to make a double bridge. That’s what actually was here. And then this 

arch, which would go over the road. Now, this arch is something like 23 meters 

above this level of the road. This is where we are today. We’re up here. OK?  

“We’ve got to move. The other group is coming.” 

[We are introduced to an Israeli guide named Uval, who will give us a further 

explanation of what Marian was teaching us. Uval had been guiding the second 

half of our group.] 

[We see a group of Israeli soldiers – one soldier returns for a clip of 

ammunition (magazine) that he had left on the seat where we were going to sit and 

learn about the tunnels, etc.] 

Guide Uval: “It’s only in Israel where you can find a magazine and know that 

it’s not a terrorist.” (laughter) 

[ Resources: http://www.generationword.com/jerusalem101/38-western-

wall-tunnels.html  

http://www.generationword.com/Jerusalem-

Archaeology_History_Apologetic_Proof.pdf (book) ] 

Uval, the guide: “So you see over here a detailed model of the second temple 

– called the Temple Mount – and its surroundings. And you see over here the 

Western Wall. In front of us over here, this is a bridge that we just walked under, 

the bridge connecting the Temple Mount on one side, and the Jewish Quarter – 

Mount Zion, where the Jewish Quarter is today – on the other side. And, of course, 

the Tyropoeon Valley that runs over here, in the central valley. Walking on the 

Temple Mount 2,000 years ago, we would see, of course, the second temple rebuilt 

by King Herod. We know that King Herod loved to build big and beautiful 

buildings. How big was the second temple? The height of the second temple was 

about 180 feet high (50 meters), and just imagine 180 feet of marble stone. Today 

we would be walking in the western plaza overlooking the western wall, and we 

would see the Dome of the Rock. Right? The Dome of the Rock – the golden dome 

– did you see it today? (response, ‘yes’) It’s 90 feet high (25 meters). The second 

temple – built in the exact same place - was double the height of the Dome of the 

Rock. It was huge. Just imagine – it was the most beautiful building in the whole 



world. Everybody in the world came here just to see the second temple. 

[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Temple] 

“Now, behind the temple is a place called the courtyard. This is where the 

Jews would gather when they came to the Temple Mount. And into the temple 

itself, only the priests – the Kohanim, it’s called in Hebrew – were allowed inside. 

The temple was divided into three parts: the entrance from the east was called the 

porch, the middle part was called holy, and the holiest part, the western part – this 

is the western wall of the western part – was called the Holy of Holies. The [The 

Temple itself was a rectangular building oriented east and made up of three parts: 

a porch (ʾulam); a main room for services (hekhal, Holy Place); and the devir, or 

Holy of Holies.] The holiest place for the Jewish nation – inside the Holy of Holies 

– was the peak of Mount Moriah. It was the foundation stone. And the peak of 

Mount Moriah – the holiest spot in the world for the Jewish nation. This whole 

area has been through many, many changes. 

“In a few moments we will see some of these changes – right in front of us (in 

the model). But before we talk about the changes, I would just like to take this 

opportunity and ask a question. Today we have four walls supporting the Temple 

Mount. All four walls still exist today. 2,000 years ago no one prayed in front of 

the Western Wall (Wailing Wall) because we had the second temple. There was a 

marketplace along the western wall – the main marketplace of Jerusalem. So, what 

makes the western wall so special? Why do we only pray in front of the Western 

Wall today? Why not the southern wall or the eastern wall? The answer is because 

of its location. You see that it is located directly in front of the foundation stone, 

the Holy of Holies. That is why we pray in front of it. 2,000 years ago, when we 

had a temple, no one prayed in front of the wall. We all prayed inside. Today, 

unfortunately, we do not have a temple, and we cannot pray on the Temple Mount. 

But we want to come the closest to the Holy of Holies, so we come to the Western 

Wall.  
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“You notice over here, this is the Western Wall plaza. This is not the closest 

to the holiest spot. The closest is somewhere over here (points to the model). We’re 

now under the Muslim Quarter, so if you peel off some of the houses, you’ll see the 

tunnels that are under the Muslim Quarter today, under the structures that are 

on top of us right now. (demonstrates by taking off the Muslim Quarter section, 

revealing the tunnels) 

“So we start our tour over here (pointing to the Western Wall tunnel 

entrance), we walk towards the western wall, and we’re sitting here where the light 

is directly in front of the western wall. The wall in front of us is the continuation 

of the western wall. You see, this part of the wall is even closer to the foundation 

stone – though not the closest, which is somewhere over here (pointing to area near 

Warren’s Gate). We will now go down to the western wall, we will take a left turn, 

and we will walk under the houses along the northern part of the western wall. We 

will, also, see this point over here (Warren’s Gate), which is the closest to the 

holiest place. And then we will continue along the western wall. You can see these 

lines (on the model) which represent the bedrock of the valley, and we will see the 

bedrock of the mountain. So, we’ll see today the bedrock of pretty much Mount 

Moriah, where the story of Abraham and Isaac happened 4,000 years ago. We’ll 

be able to touch the actual bedrock. OK? Any questions before we go down to the 

western wall?”  

 
 

http://wigowsky.com/travels/israel/tour/israel230.htm (includes map and video) 

Paul: “That was a good explanation.” 
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Stan: “Where are we going now?” 

Paul: “Through the tunnels.” 

[walk to area of Warren’s gate and area closest to the Holy of Holies]  

 
 

http://wigowsky.com/travels/israel/tour/israel231.htm (includes a video of walking 

inside the tunnels)  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AAvfxkjULGA  

We wore yarmulkes (skullcaps) because we were entering the sacred area opposite 

the Holy of Holies from the Second Temple time. The long passageway is the so-

called "Secret Passage," possibly dating to the Crusader Period. The priests who 

lived on the western hill probably used a causeway in this area to walk to the 

Temple Mount. Only part of Herod’s retaining Western Wall is visible at ground 

level. The rest is underground and was discovered by the British archaeologists 

Charles Wilson and Sir Charles Warren, who in 1867 sunk shafts along the lengths 

of the western and southern walls, revealing 18 courses reaching down to bedrock. 

Further excavations from the 1970’s have uncovered remains dating from the time 

of King Solomon. Today, one can tour the ancient Herodian street at a depth of 50 

feet below ground level, along the length of the wall. The tunnel passes stairs from 

the time of the Second Temple, through the remains of Wilson’s Arch where a 

road to the Temple passed in Herodian times, a Hasmonean water tunnel, a pool, 

and an ancient quarry. 
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Marian: “What we’re going to be seeing now is the incredible work of King 

Herod. Did you see how beautiful the stones were cut? (response, ‘yes’) Anywhere 

in this area is good to put your piece of paper, because right now you are opposite 

the temple. Now actually, in the middle ages, there was a place to pray just here. 

That’s before there were political problems. And I need to make clear once again 

why we pray at the Western Wall. What you see here is Muslim paranoia. They 

were scared that we would go under the mosque, and that we would undermine 

the mosque, because the mosque is standing where the temple stood. Right? 

(response, ‘right’) And this leads into the temple. 

“Now, you are on Herodian pavement. See below you? Those are Herodian 

paving stones. You are on the bridge – this is Warren’s Gate. Remember that guy 

who dug under the earth and dug little tunnels? He found the gate that was here. 

But today, because the Muslims are so terrified we are going to topple the mosque, 

because they know when that mosque goes, it’s the beginning of the end days. So 

they filled this with concrete. This is all solid concrete.” 

Lady: “What was it, the gate?” 

Marian: “Yes, this is the gate. You’re standing on top of a tunnel. Remember 

the bridge that goes across the valley into the gate? This is the gate. And here you 

go into the temple. So anyplace here is a good place to put your piece of paper. 

This is the closest spot to where the temple stood.” 

[I place a prayer card in an opening – a space between stones – with a request: 

“Heavenly Father, Eternal God, please provide healing for my brother Stanley. 

Heal his mind, restore his memory.”]  
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Entrance Gate to the Temple Mount -- "Warren’s gate is one of the four western 

wall entrance gates to the temple mount from the second temple period. During 

the early Moslem period (638-1099), the internal space of the gate passage served 

as the main synagogue of the Jews in Jerusalem. The synagogue was located here 

because of its proximity to the Holy of Holies. It was named the “Cave” because of 

its location under the Temple Mount. Today the whole passage functions as a large 

cistern serving the visitors to the Temple Mount. The gate is named after Charles 

Warren who discovered it in 5627/1867." 

Marian: “You’re on Herodian stone, you’re on the bridge, you’re about 30 

meters above the valley. OK? The valley is below you. Don’t forget where you are. 

These are all Herodian stones of the western wall. Anywhere you put your paper 

is fine. 

“If you’re doing it for someone, let them know where you put it in. (walk on) 

We are now in the Muslim substructure. You remember, they want to raise the 

level of the city to the level of the mosque. These are the substructures, and they 

were most often used as water reservoirs. That’s why you have these holes in the 

ceiling.  

 

“Now, from here begins a tunnel, because that’s all we were allowed to cut 

without starting world war three. As you go along, you notice the stones are half-

an-inch in; each level is half-an-inch below the one above it. Notice that as you go 
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along. Notice the half-an-inch as you go along – look at this stone. See, half-an-

inch; the next course is half-an-inch inner, above it.” 

Lady: “And why is that?” 

Marian: “Because no cement was used. In order to make sure the wall stood 

properly – and didn’t look like it was falling on people, it slowly went backwards. 

[walk further through the tunnel] Each person pass back and tell them that you 

see the stones that were toppled by the Romans below us. 

“OK, come to the glass window. Notice below you the toppled stone. [we were 

standing on a thick plate of glass and could see below us] 

Paul: “Hurry up, you guys. Marian says to move quickly.” 

Stan: “How do you say in Spanish, hurry up?” 

Paul: “Andale.” 

[the group comes together again, after walking single-file through the 

tunnel]  

 

Marian: “So did you see below you there the rock fall? And you saw down to 

the actual pavement below us? (response, ‘yes’) Now, actually, the valley has been 

slowly rising, because you remember what Uval (the guide) was saying, ‘the valley 

sloped upwards.’ And it gets to the northern end, and it’s the continuation of the 
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rock. So, in one moment, we will hit again the Herodian road, which at the moment 

is still below us. So the Herodian road has been sloping upwards. In a few minutes, 

also, we can see bedrock. At the moment, this is all Herodian stones. And what I 

was mentioning was that they were so beautifully cut, and then each level – from 

here to there, the next one above – is half-an-inch in.  

 

“I don’t know if you’ve ever been to the Acropolis, but they do something 

similar with the columns there so it doesn’t look like they’re falling on you. If you 

have a 50 meter high wall – or 30 meter high wall – and it’s straight, it’s going to 

look like it’s falling on you. If you build it to go backwards a little bit – by half-a-

centimeter each course – it doesn’t look like it’s going to fall over. So these are the 

genius things of Herod. No cement. The Romans had cement, but no cement here. 

“In a moment you’ll see bedrock will appear, and that means we’re sloping 

upwards. What’s important for us – at the northern end when we come out – is 

the area of the Antonia Fortress. This is the fortress that Herod built so he would 

be able to overlook the temple area. It was named after his patron, who was Mark 

Anthony, and it was the major site where he lived when he was in Jerusalem. [walk 

on] 

“Now we’re on the Herodian street. Here we have columns that are probably 

the beginning of shops on that side. And just behind us you would have seen a 

large, sort of flat, stone on your left hand side as you came along. That was a guard 

rail. That was so the people wouldn’t fall into a Hasmonean aqueduct. Do you 

remember the Hasmoneans? They’re the guys that kicked the Greeks out of the 
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country. Herod takes over from the Hasmoneans (in 37 BCE), and he destroys 

everything they built. But what we’re going to see now will give you some small 

idea of the greatness of the Hasmoneans. 

[walking toward Hasmonean section of the tunnel] 

Marian: “OK, my dears. Hasmonean period (140BCE to 37BCE) coming up. 

The narrator said that the fortress of Masada was originally Hasmonean, and 

there was nothing left from the Hasmonean time. Herod would just do away with 

anything Hasmonean. But look how enormous this is (stone in the tunnel), and you 

get an idea of how enormous the Hasmonean tunnel was. So you get your first look 

at the greatness of the Hasmoneans. Come and take a look.” 

Pilgrims: “Oh, my goodness. Wow.” 

Marian: “Look up. Look at the stones above us that close the ceiling. That’s 

why I think it was an open cleft. And later the Hasmoneans widened it, and closed 

it from above so the water would not evaporate.” 

Paul: “This is some tunnel. Amazing, isn’t it.” 

Stan: “You’re not a kidding.” 

Marian: “You can actually see the difference between the chiseled rock, and 

what was natural. So, part of it is chiseled, and part of it was a natural fissure in 

the rock.  
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Hasmonean period (140-63 BCE). 

[walk toward a pool, the Strouthion Pool] 

Marian: “Part of it obviously is rain water that seeps in – actually, when you 

came in the first part of the excavations, you could see the roof was dripping. You 

can see that here, also. But, we don’t quite know the source of this water. It hasn’t 

been discovered. Now what we’re going to do is look at this wall very carefully, 

because we’re going to see this wall in a moment under the convent – that we’re 

going to visit – called the Sisters of Zion. So you can see bedrock over there, you 

can see bedrock over here, and on this bedrock is building from the time of a guy 

called Hadrian. Hadrian is the most hated of all the Roman emperors. He’s the 

one who put down the famous Bar Kokhba rebellion (132-136 CE) 

[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bar_Kochba_revolt] And that was the year 135. I 

mention it, because when you talk about the beginning of the Judeo-Christians, I 

mentioned that the first beginning was when they realized the prophecy of the 

destruction of the temple had started. But then, in the year 135, there is a rebellion, 

which is messianic, and the Judeo-Christians won’t take part in it. They leave the 

country. So we have the year 70 with the Jewish people turning to Christianity, 

and the year 135 moving away from their brothers.” 

[Guide Uval arrives to help Marian finish the tunnel tour.] 

Guide Uval: “So you just walked through the tunnel over here – which you 

notice is not the western wall anymore – it’s actually called the Hasmonean water 

tunnel, the aqueduct. It was carved by the Hasmoneans who lived here at the time 

of the second temple, but before King Herod. And they carved this tunnel in the 

mountain to transfer water from the north towards Jerusalem, towards the 

temple. When King Herod came here, he paved this street along the western wall. 

He didn’t want the street to be flooded, so he stopped the flow of the water through 

the tunnel, and he built this pool here called the Strouthion Pool. 

“So this is one part of the pool. There’s another part here behind the arch, 

and also behind this wall there’s a continuation of the pool. Now the water that’s 

coming into the pool, you can see, is water dripping from above. I’ll let you guess 

what it is. If the Muslim Quarter is on top of us … (a chuckle starts with a few 

people, then a loud laughter erupts with the realization of what the guide was 

insinuating) So don’t drink the water. 

“And the part we see on top – and the wall right next to it – were actually 

built by Hadrian Caesar, the Roman Caesar who was here about 65 years after 

the destruction of the second temple. During his time there were still Jews in Israel 



– in Jerusalem – and they started a war against the Romans called the Bar Kokhba 

Revolt. The revolt lasted for about two-and-a-half years, and then Hadrian won 

the war, came with a big army and killed many Jews, and exiled the rest. That was 

the end of Jews living in Jerusalem for centuries after that. After Hadrian won the 

war, he decided to make a few changes, because he didn’t want the Jews to come 

back to Jerusalem. 

“So first of all, he destroyed all remnants of the temple on Temple Mount. 

Nothing was left there. He renamed Jerusalem, calling it Aelia Capitolina and 

turned it into a pagan city. No Jews were allowed inside. He renamed Israel – 

Judea – he called it Palestine. You know, people think of the Palestinians, and it 

was Hadrian Caesar who 1900 years ago renamed this place Palestine. And he also 

built his arch over here – this one and the one next to it. On top of the arches he 

built a plaza. And on the plaza he built three victory arches to symbolize his victory 

over the Jewish nation. 

“Almost 2,000 years have past. The Romans are long gone, right? You didn’t 

see a Roman soldier wandering in the Western Wall plaza – they’re gone. But the 

Jewish nation came back to Jerusalem, after 2,000 years in exile. How did that 

happen? From a 104 different countries. How did that happen? We knew it was 

going to happen, because there were prophecies in the Bible (response, ‘Amen’) 

talking about the return to Jerusalem. But we also never left Jerusalem. 

Everywhere we went, we took Jerusalem with us. Three times a day when we pray 

– even today – we pray for Jerusalem, for the temple – we mourn for the 

destruction of Jerusalem. And in the Jewish way they break a glass. Why? In 

memory of the destruction. So in the good times and in the bad times – always 

remember Jerusalem. 

“You know, we talked about Jerusalem when we were at the foundation 

stone, and I told you that the whole essence of Jerusalem – you know, the temple 

– was supposed to be the City of Peace. It was supposed to unite the human race – 

humanity. But unfortunately, ever since the temple was destroyed, Jerusalem has 

turned into a city of conflict. We pray every day that Jerusalem will takes its role 

once again as City of Peace, uniting the human race, instead of dividing it. We 

don’t want people fighting over Jerusalem. We want everyone to be able to come 

here and pray, and worship God, because this was the whole essence of the temple 

in the beginning.” 

Pilgrim: “Amen.” 

Guide Uval: “So I’d just like to thank all of you in joining me in a prayer for 

peace.” 



Marian: “Those were such important words. Thank you, Uval. Those are 

important words to remember that Hadrian thought that he was going to make 

the end of the Jewish people by changing the name from Judea – which is our 

Jewish name for Jewish – to Palestina, for the Philistines. So the Palestinians 

actually think they are Philistines – I don’t know. (laughter) So these are 

important words.” 

[Pilgrims give a round of applause for the guide, Uval: “Thank you, Uval.”] 

[Exit the tunnel at the northern end] 

[At Church of the Flagellation]  

 
 

Two chapels, the Church of the Flagellation and the Church of the Condemnation 

and Imposition of the Cross, situated on either side of a lovely courtyard, represent 

the 2nd Station of the Cross on the Via Dolorosa. The Chapel of the Flagellation 

was restored by Barluzzi in 1927-29. The nearby Chapel of the Condemnation is a 

32-foot square, part of whose floor is the Lithostrotos (a Roman pavement) that 

extends into the Sisters of Sion Convent. The monastery is the site of the Stadium 

Biblicum Franciscanum and has a small archaeological museum. 

Crusaders - the Franciscans. The Franciscan order was established by Saint 

Francis, an Italian who lived in the late 12th C. The Franciscans presence in the 

Holy Land started in the early 13th C, when they resided in a small house in via 

Dolorosa. In 1342 Pope Clement VI declared that the Franciscans are the official 

custodians of the Holy places ("Custodia Terroe Sanctoe"). This custody is still in 
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effect to date.   

http://www.biblewalks.com/Sites/Flagellation.html 

Marian: “So now you understand the western wall, and the thing is – apart 

from the tunnel we came through – the Western Wall plaza is the closest people 

can get to the Temple Mount, to the Holy of Holies, for prayer. What’s important 

is not that the temple was there, but that the ark stood there, and on the ark was 

the Spirit of God. And I told you before, it makes no difference if the ark is there, 

the temple is there – that was needed in ancient times, because in ancient times the 

people needed something to touch, something to see. We’ve advanced. We’re able 

today to understand the spiritual side of God, we’re able to go forward to the 

spiritual world. 

“And so today we don’t need a temple. But we want to know where it was, 

because we want our prayer to be as close as possible (to the place where the divine 

presence dwells). That doesn’t mean that you can’t pray in England, or you can’t 

pray in America, it’s just the person – for once in his life – wants to be as close as 

possible to where the Spirit of God stood. That’s why the people pray in the 

Western Wall plaza. Most people don’t have the ability or time to go through 

tunnels. But you saw people going and praying in the tunnels. So those who can, 

they go in and pray there. Most people are happy just praying along the Western 

Wall plaza. If you are sick, or you have a special request, you’ll probably make 

that extra effort and go to the place opposite where the Holy of Holies was. So we 

saw people there. 

“When we go on Temple Mount tomorrow – hopefully – I will explain a little 

bit more about the Western Wall. And these things will become clearer to you. 

And now, a lot of the building in this area is clearer to you. So I’m finished with 

the subject of the Western Wall for now. And sadly, I’m finished with the subject 

of the Hasmoneans. 

“And now I will start the subject of the trial of Yoshua. Now, the guy who is 

going to do the trial is a Roman governor. That’s number one. And I think on the 

first day I met you and talked in Caesarea, I mentioned that this is not a sweet, 

gentle person. This was a ruffian – a rough person. And the next thing we need to 

remember is what we know from Paul – that if you’re not a Roman citizen, you’re 

not going to get a proper trial. Remember what happens – they were just about to 

flog Paul, and then Paul says, ‘You can’t touch me without a trial, I’m a Roman 

citizen.’ And we know that Yoshua was not a Roman citizen, and he was not going 

to get a trial. But, some kind of a check would be made to see what this guy had 

done. Where would that be carried out? It would be carried out in the fortress.  



 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Church_of_the_Flagellation  

[The current church was completed between 1927 and 1929 and was a complete 

reconstruction of the original shrine. The interior of the church consists of a single 

aisle. Some noteworthy points of interest include the church's three stained glass 

windows, each depicting a different aspect of the church's Biblical history, and the 

church's mosaic-clad golden dome. The first window depicts Pontius Pilate 

washing his hands, (Matthew 27:24) the second the Flagellation, (Mark 15:15) 

(John 19:1) and the third the victory of Barabbas. (Matthew 27:26) (Mark 15:15) 

(Luke 23:24-25) The mosaic of the dome is designed as a crown of thorns. The 

architect of the churches reconstruction was Antonio Barluzzi. ] 

[Latin phrases in the church: “Quem Diligebal Jesus,” Lussit Tribuns 

Flagellis,” “Caedi Acla.”] 

Marian: “Guys, another group is coming in. I wanted you to quickly take a 

look at this Barluzzi gem. Look at the crown of thorns on the arch there, on the 

ceiling (dome), -- take your pictures. We’ll let the next group come in. We’ll go to 

the next area. [walk] 

“Look at these enormous red stones here. [ pavement (Greek: lithostratos) 

which the Bible describes as the location of Pontius Pilate's judgment of Jesus ] 

This was the pavement of the Antonia Fortress. I was lucky enough to be have been 

working a long time ago at the Tomb of the Patriarchs at Hebron, which was built 

by Herod as a fortress, and the whole fortress is still there, and it has the same 

stones as the ones you see before you. These stones were the stones of the Antonia 
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Fortress – here they are in reuse. We will also see them in the Chapel of the 

Flagellation.” 

[follow Marian through a labyrinth of buildings in a compound to the Church 

of the Condemnation] 

[inside church there are several Latin inscriptions: (1) “Dimisit illis 

Barabbam” (Matthew 27:26, ‘then he released Barabbas to them’ (2) “Hebraice 

Autem Gabbatha” (John 19:13, ‘the place called the Pavement, but in Hebrew 

Gabbatha’]  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Church_of_the_Condemnation_and_Imposition_of_

the_Cross  

 
 

The Catholic Franciscan chapel of the "Condemnation and Imposition of the 

Cross" is located in their complex at station #2 of Via Dolorosa. According to 

tradition, this was the site where Jesus took up his cross after being sentenced. It 

is based on the finding of large Roman pavement stones that may have been part 
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of Pilate's judgment seat for the condemnation of Jesus, and the place where Jesus 

took up his cross after being sentenced. The site in the vicinity of the church of 

Condemnation was in the Roman times the place of the seat of Pontius Pilate, 

located in the Antonia fortress, and the place of the hall of judgment. John 18:28: 

"Then led they Jesus from Caiaphas unto the hall of judgment". Jesus is 

condemned to death by Pontius Pilate, as per John 19:16: "Then delivered he him 

therefore unto them to be crucified". Inside the church (on its western floor), and 

outside the chapel, are huge stones which were part of the Roman pavement dated 

to the 2nd C. 

Marian: “Usually you were sent to Judea as a temporary position, and from 

here you would get to be something bigger when you got back to Rome. Unless you 

were problematic, in which case your life ended. Pontius Pilate ends his role in 

disgrace. He crucified so many people. 

“Now, what I brought you in to see was the floor, because we’re going to see 

this in one moment in the Ecce Homo Convent (monastery). I want you to realize 

that it’s not just here that you have these big red stones [roman flagstones]. First 

of all, you’re going to see on this floor – which is Herodian – you’re going to see 

games etched into the floor. There’s two kinds of stones that you’re going to see: 

these stones which were in the open air – that’s for sure – because they had water 

channels to drain water; and then we’ll go this way and see these other stones, 

which are completely different, they have many grooves come into them, which 

immediately tells us this was the road. This was so the horses and the carriages did 

not slip – you had these grooves.  
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“So, this was inside the building of Herod, reused; and this was outside the 

building of Herod, reused here when they built this church that we’re in at the 

moment. So come around and look at the different stones, and look at the etchings 

in the stones. Remember, these are part of the stones from the Antonia Fortress. 

This is the area of the Antonia Fortress – that’s what I’ve been trying to say. So 

are you with me on that one? (response, a subdued ‘yes’) But – remember – the 

Antonia Fortress was destroyed. So we don’t know – we cannot know – at which 

part exactly of the fortress was the judgment. It was an enormous fortress. There 

is one point here that we think could be the area. And it turned out miraculously 

here, in the convent of the Sisters of Zion. So all these buildings are recent 

additions, except the archway that I showed you. I’ll show it to you again when we 

get out. It was part of the triumphal archway built by Hadrian when he conquered 

the city (in 135AD). “And now we’re going to go out from here to our next stop.”  

 
 

Then he said to them all: “Whoever wants to be my disciple must deny themselves 

and take up their cross daily and follow me.” (Luke 9:23) When we entered the 

area of the Via Dolorosa (Way of the Cross), I began to see my brother Stan as the 

Suffering Servant. Each picture that I took with Stan in it seemed to bear 

testimony to the fact that he had taken up the cross and was treading the path that 

led from the cross to the grave. His life had become a life of renouncing the external 

world and contemplating the world to come. 

Ken: “Where were the quarries? How far away?” 

Marian: “We had several. In Bethlehem, they had excellent quarries.” 
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Ken: “They dragged the stones all that distance?” 

Marian: “That’s nothing for Herod. He’s bringing – don’t you remember 

Caesarea? – he’s bringing granite from Sinai, he’s bringing marble from Greece 

and Turkey.” 

Ken: “That’s right.” 

Marian: “For him, Bethlehem, five miles from here – that’s child’s play.” 

[In the background, sounds of Muslim call to prayer or chanting] 

Marian: “This guy named Ratisbonne, he was born Jewish, but he became 

Christian, and he had three great loves in his life: one, of course, was Christianity; 

the other was Judaism, he loved them both; and also to help people towards world 

peace, towards goodness for everyone. And he thought he would come here to the 

promised land – to the Holy Land – and build something that could be useful. He 

built this monastery – the Sisters of Zion Convent – and it was used up to 1967 

mostly as an orphanage. In Israel we have social services; previously, that was 

what the church did, orphanages, hospitals, schools. But when this became part of 

Israel, it was no longer needed as an orphanage, so it became a hotel. That’s why, 

when we came in, someone said, ‘looks like we’re coming into a hotel.’ 

“OK, let’s go on a bit and see where we are. For years, we had to practice 

body-building so we could pick up these stones, and then luckily they made them 

in these small versions – so now we can do a map of Jerusalem. So this is Jerusalem 

as we know it today – very square shaped city. And this is the area of Temple 

Mount, as we have it today. And here is the area of the Antonia Fortress. 

“And now I’ll show it to you as it was in second temple times. Now the yellow 

wall is here – remember I showed you the gray colored map in my little book? – in 

which case this yellow wall is the Antonia Fortress. Now, the Antonia Fortress was 

a brilliant thing from the point of view of Herod, because Herod himself was this 

sort of half- Idumean and half-Jewish, and he couldn’t go into the temple. So he 

wanted to make sure he could see what was going on in the temple area. So when 

he built the fortress at the northern end – he wanted to make sure he could see into 

the temple. 

[Marian goes around and shows the model to everyone]  



 

“There were in fact two fortresses built by Herod: one of them, Antonia; and 

the second one at the Jaffa Gate. In fact, you may remember when we came into 

the Davidson Center for the excavations of the southern wall, I said that on the 

other side – opposite the western well – is the Jaffa Gate, and that’s where Herod 

had another palace. So, from the Jaffa Gate was the wall that went to the Antonia 

Fortress. When you build a fortress, that’s where your wall was. So, Jaffa Gate 

fortress, and here Antonia Fortress. 

“Why am I telling you all about that? Because we want to know where the 

judgment was. That’s what is important for us for the Via Dolorosa. The Via 

Dolorosa takes you from the judgment to the crucifixion. The judgment was 

carried out by a Roman governor. The Roman governors sit in the palaces and 

fortresses built by Herod. Are we all clear up to here? (three respond, ‘yes’) I 

expect everybody next time. 

“So, now the question arose in scholars’ minds – because you know scholars, 

they have to print stuff; if you don’t print anything, you don’t exist in the scholarly 

world. It’s called: publish or perish. So they decided to have a discussion about 

where the Roman governor sat. Does he sit in this palace-fortress (Antonia) or in 

this palace-fortress (at Jaffa Gate)? Because if he sits here (Antonia), the Via 

Dolorosa begins here; and if he sits here (Jaffa Gate), the Via Dolorosa begins here. 

So I have to spend one moment so that we really clear that there is no way he could 

have been anywhere but here at the Antonia Fortress. And I will explain why.  
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The Antonia Fortress was a military barracks built by Herod the Great in 

Jerusalem on the site of earlier Ptolemaic and Hasmonean strongholds, named 

after Herod's patron Mark Antony. The fortress was built at the eastern end of 

the great wall of the city (the second wall), on the northeastern side of the city, 

near the temple and Pool of Bethesda. Traditionally, it has been thought that the 

vicinity of the Antonia Fortress later became the site of the Praetorium, and that 

this latter building was the place where Jesus was taken to stand before Pilate. 

Archaeologists now conclude that in the 1st century, the Praetorium – the 

residence of the governor (Praetor) – was on the western hill, rather than the 

Antonia Fortress, on the diametrically opposite side of the city. 

“These Roman governors hated Jerusalem. Remember, this is a no fun city – 

no amphitheaters, no gladiators – that’s why they had so many crucifixions here. 

You have to have something to liven up the place. (response – silence, no laughter) 

So, if you were a Roman governor, you only came up here when you actually had 

to; and you had to at the festivals. Because those were the times of possible 

rebellion. Even today, where Israel is ruling this country, we are very aware of the 

Muslim holidays, because we know that the congregations of the Muslims – when 

they get together – can be fired up by a preacher. And that firing up can cause a 

rebellion, and it will break out just like that. So, that’s exactly what happened 

2,000 years ago. So, we watch the mosques. The Romans watched the temple. 

“Guys, if you’re watching the temple, you don’t want to be sitting over there 

(pointing to Jaffa Gate on the diagram). If you’re watching the temple, you want 

to be sitting over here (pointing to Antonia) so you can see exactly what’s going 
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on. By the way, I understand that in England now – for the first time – they’re 

beginning to listen to what is being said in the mosques. And if Sweden would have 

done that a long time ago, it wouldn’t be suffering so much in the last few years. 

You have to know what they’re saying. You have to know what’s going on in the 

temple. 

“Now supposing I was a Roman governor and I had my army over here (Jaffa 

Gate), and they come and tell me there’s a riot starting over here (Antonia) – I’ve 

got to get my troops all across the city. They’re not going to get there in one piece. 

So I’m going to have my troops here (Antonia), and if anything breaks out, I have 

a staircase that would take me down – as a Roman governor – on to Temple Mount. 

That’s why Herod built the place. Remember – he’s paranoid. If anybody’s going 

to rebel against him, he wants to be on the spot. And Herod knew a rebellion would 

break out in the temple if anyone’s going to rebel. So he built this fortress with a 

staircase going down to Temple Mount, so he could get his soldiers down quickly. 

But nobody needed to rebel against Herod. So I put forward this case so we could 

finish the scholarly discussion, and I hope you will agree with me. Yes? It’s logical, 

right? (response, ‘yes’) 

“So, I talked a little bit about the monastery. I just want to tell you one of the 

things that we’re going to see, and that’s a particular game on the floor that we 

call, ‘the King’s Game.’ And that’s the reason – when it was found here on the 

floor – that’s the reason people considered this is the site of the judgment. 

“Station number one – the judgment. Station number two – Jesus receives 

the cross. All this will happen in the Antonia fortress. 

“Now we’re going to go through a little bit of the excavations to see what was 

found here. Come, my dears.” 

[At the location of the Antonia Fortress]   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convent_of_the_Sisters_of_Zion 

Marian: “You remember the monastery built by Ratisbonne for the nuns, the 

Sisters of Zion? This is the door of the water source of the monastery. That is, 

people had their own water sources. And it’s a lot of steps down, and a lot of steps 

up. So not all of us have to go in. Those who have difficulty doing a lot of steps – 

it’s slippery – just go up those steps there, and wait for us there. Which is why I’ll 

tell the story here. 

“One day, the nuns, instead of hearing the lap of water against the door, 

because this was the bottom of the pool – they heard someone knocking on the 



door. The year was 1860 – 1870 – remember, the early archaeologists are here. 

And someone had floated down the aqueduct built by the Hasmoneans, and had 

gotten into the pool that was built by Hardrian. Remember, we were on the other 

side (of the Struthion Pool)? There was no way out, so he saw a few stairs – the 

ones you’re going to be going down, and then up. And at the end of the stairs was 

a little door, and he knocked on the door. He was English – English people see a 

door, they knock on the door. 

“So this nun was a little bit frightened. She opened the door, and she’s 

amazed to find this dusty archaeologist there. He explained that he had taken a 

wooden board from somewhere, and he floated to the pool, and then floated to the 

door. She said, ‘thank you, very much.’ She kicked him out, and the next thing 

they did was they built the wall that closed the pool. So we’re going to see the other 

side of the wall that Uval (the guide) showed us when we saw the water. When we 

stood around the water, Uval said, ‘this wall is built around Hadrian’s pool’ – and 

you’ll see it on the other side. So we’re going down to see that. We’re going down 

into the reservoir. And those who can’t, just wait over there. OK? 

[We walk down to the reservoir]  

 
 

The Struthion Pool. The lower part was cut in the rock, within the moat of the 

Antonia Fortress. The vault was built by Hadrian to support the market place 

above. The Struthion Pool is a large cuboid cistern beneath the Convent of the 

Sisters of Zion in the Old City of Jerusalem, built in 1st century BCE and perhaps 

even earlier. The pool was apparently built by Herod The Great during his 
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construction of the Antonia and the renovation of the Temple Mount in the late 

1st century BCE. It is identified with the Struthius or Struthion (sparrow) pool 

mentioned by Josephus in his description of Titus' siege of the Antonia during the 

Great Revolt (70 CE).   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Struthion_Pool 

Marian: “That’s the stairs the British archaeologist walked up and knocked 

on the door. And you can see this archway, which was built by Hadrian. We saw 

the same archway on the other side, and you see it’s exactly the same bedrock. See 

the bedrock? And then the arch. Look up, and you can see these holes in the ceiling, 

because in the time of the esplanade that was built by Hadrian, you could use the 

water from the reservoir below. So, this is a reservoir from the time of Hadrian. 

But, before that, it was part of the moat of the Antonia fortress. (response, ‘ah’) 

So Herod had built a moat around his fortress – remember that gives you a height 

until you get to the door levels. And Hadrian had used that as his reservoir, 

covered it with these arches, and built a plaza above. And on the plaza – the arches. 

So, any questions?  

 
 

Lying at the foot of the rock scarp that once bore the Antonia Fortress, the pool is 

located at the northwestern corner of Jerusalem's Temple Mount. Measuring 52 

by 14 metres, the pool is oriented from northwest to southeast, with its depth 

increasing from 4.5 metres in the north to 6 metres in the south. The pool's long 

eastern and western walls are not horizontal but also drop steadily to the south. 
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“When we go upstairs again, we’re going to see the red stones of the Herodian 

floor. They’re above us. Then I’ll tell you, ‘we were down below that.’ Above us is 

the red floor, and we’re going up there now.” [walk up the stairs] 

Lady: “It’s dripping.” 

Paul: “Watch out, it’s slippery. Yeh, I got dripped on.” 

Marian: “See the cisterns below?” (points out the cisterns on the way out) 

[interlude: Dr. Ron Moseley tells us about the stones, and the Game of Kings]  

 

Ron Moseley: “Those blocks, and the double blocks. The double blocks, if 

you land there, you throw the dice – and the end of the game was much like 

monopoly, except the dice were made out of human knuckles. And the Romans 

had a line called the life-line, and the game was to stay away from the death-line. 

And then when you get there, it says, ‘you’re the king of the Jews.’ But, you might 

imagine someone saying, ‘this is your last day, you’re going to be executed tonight.’ 

What would be your best wish? And he’d say, ‘Blue Bell ice cream.’ And then the 

Roman would say, ‘no.’ And they wouldn’t give it to him.” 

Marian: “That’s exactly it.” 

Ron Moseley: “The thing is, nobody was going to live once you got to the 

lithostratos – the pavement. And you see the striations in the stone to keep the 
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horses from slipping. It was a large area with four towers, and they had to have 

striations on the pavement to keep the horses from slipping.” 

Marian: “Thank you, my dear. That was very kind of you. In a moment, we’ll 

get up and actually go up on the road so you’ll see what Ron was talking about. 

But first, we have a reading.” 

Pastor Tom: “I’m reading from Luke 23, verse 1: (English Standard 

Version)  

1 Then the whole company of them arose and brought him before Pilate. 2 And 

they began to accuse him, saying, “We found this man misleading our nation and 

forbidding us to give tribute to Caesar, and saying that he himself is Christ, a 

king.” 3 And Pilate asked him, “Are you the King of the Jews?” And he answered 

him, “You have said so.” 4 Then Pilate said to the chief priests and the crowds, “I 

find no guilt in this man.” 5 But they were urgent, saying, “He stirs up the people, 

teaching throughout all Judea, from Galilee even to this place.” 6 When Pilate 

heard this, he asked whether the man was a Galilean. 7 And when he learned that 

he belonged to Herod’s jurisdiction, he sent him over to Herod, who was himself 

in Jerusalem at that time. 8 When Herod saw Jesus, he was very glad, for he had 

long desired to see him, because he had heard about him, and he was hoping to see 

some sign done by him. 9 So he questioned him at some length, but he made no 

answer. 10 The chief priests and the scribes stood by, vehemently accusing him. 11 

And Herod with his soldiers treated him with contempt and mocked him. Then, 

arraying him in splendid clothing, he sent him back to Pilate. 12 And Herod and 

Pilate became friends with each other that very day, for before this they had been 

at enmity with each other. 13 Pilate then called together the chief priests and the 

rulers and the people,14 and said to them, “You brought me this man as one who 

was misleading the people. And after examining him before you, behold, I did not 

find this man guilty of any of your charges against him. 15 Neither did Herod, for 

he sent him back to us. Look, nothing deserving death has been done by him. 16 I 

will therefore punish and release him. [17 – missing in ESV: (For of necessity he 

must release one unto them at the feast.)] 18 But they all cried out together, “Away 

with this man, and release to us Barabbas”— 19 a man who had been thrown into 

prison for an insurrection started in the city and for murder. 20 Pilate addressed 

them once more, desiring to release Jesus, 21 but they kept shouting, “Crucify, 

crucify him!” 22 A third time he said to them, “Why, what evil has he done? I have 

found in him no guilt deserving death. I will therefore punish and release him.” 23 

But they were urgent, demanding with loud cries that he should be crucified. And 

their voices prevailed. 24 So Pilate decided that their demand should be granted. 

25 He released the man who had been thrown into prison for insurrection and 

murder, for whom they asked, but he delivered Jesus over to their will. 



Marian: “I just wanted to make a point that I made yesterday, and that is: 

the Romans did not do what the Jewish people wanted them to do, the Jewish 

people did what the Romans wanted them to do. So, whatever was going on here, 

it was set up by the Romans, it was carried out by the Romans, and we got the 

blame. (chuckle) It reminds me of the Mel Gibson’s film (“The Passion”), that he 

has the Romans sort of hitting Jesus, beating Jesus, spitting on Jesus – and then 

he blames us. (laughter) 

“So we’re now on our way to the Church of the Holy Sepulcher. I have groups 

who tell me, ‘we’re not interested in the church, we don’t want to go in.’ So, is 

there anybody who is violently opposed to going into the Church of the Holy 

Sepulcher?” 

Kevin: “What’s in there?” 

Marian: “It’s six denominations of Christianity that accept the Holy 

Sepulcher church as the crucifixion and burial. And what I’m doing is – as I 

explained earlier – giving the option to you to see what is accepted by the rest of 

Christianity, as opposed to Garden Tomb. And everybody can come to their own 

decision eventually about where the right place might be. The options are open. 

But one thing will be very clear to you, and that is if you want to pray, there’s only 

one place you can do that – that’s the Garden Tomb. So we’re going to start the 

Via Dolorosa.” 

Via Dolorosa (Way of Sorrow, or Way of the Cross)  
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Marian: “The Via Dolorosa – we’re going to say the way of sorrow, or the 

way of tears. We are starting the Way of Sorrow. We started by showing you the 

first station, the judgment, and the second station, Yoshua receives the cross. And 

now – with the cross – he’s going down to the valley road.” 

Kim: “On this road?” 

Marian: “Way below was the road in the time of Yoshua.” [bells chime as we 

walk on the Via Dolorosa] Guys, we’re in the Muslim Quarter. Muslim Quarter 

means you’ll find houses like this, where the family has gone to Mecca – the place 

of Mohammed, the founder of the Muslim religion – they’ll come back, and they’ll 

decorate their houses. A person inside will be known as someone who has gone on 

the pilgrimage – the hajj – and this is to show how happy he is about that. 

[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hajj] Behind us you can see the Hadrian arch – we 

talked about the triumphal arch, which was mistakenly thought to be where 

Pontius Pilate had stood when he saw Yoshua.”  

 
 

Ecce Homo Arch, Jerusalem, built by Hadrian in 135 CE Ecce Homo Church is a 

Roman Catholic church on Via Dolorosa in Jerusalem, along the path that 

according to tradition Jesus walked, carrying his cross, on the way to his 

crucifixion. The church is now part of the Convent of the Sisters of Zion. The Latin 

words Ecce Homo (i.e. Behold the Man) are attributed to Pontius Pilate in the 

Gospel of John 19:5, when he presented a scourged Jesus Christ, bound and 

crowned with thorns, to a hostile crowd. Traditionally, the arch was said to have 

been part of the gate of Herod's Antonia Fortress, which itself was alleged to be 
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the location of Jesus' trial by Pontius Pilate; the traditional conclusion was that 

the arch was the location of Pontius Pilate's Ecce Homo speech, reported by the 

Bible. However, due to archaeological investigation, it is now known that the arch 

is a triple-arched gateway, built by Hadrian, as an entrance to the eastern Forum 

of Aelia Capitolina.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecce_Homo_(church) 

[Arabic music comes from the shops as we walk and listen to the sounds of 

the Arabic language. See shops, merchandise; carpets, etc.] 

Paul: “Watch out, there’s a truck coming down the road. Stand aside.” 

Marian: “And the Protestant world says Yoshua goes in that direction (points 

to the right, down El Wad road, which leads to the Damascus Gate) and gets to the 

Garden Tomb. And the Catholic world says he turned this way (to the left) to get 

to a hill that was outside the city – this way. So today we’re doing this road – the 

Via Dolorosa – and tomorrow we’ll be at Garden Tomb. OK?  

 

“We’re at the beginning of the high western hill. A steep, very big hill. Yoshua 

has already fallen. He’s been flogged. He’s in bad condition. But for the Romans, 

you have to get your crucifixion alive. If they think you’re going to die on the way, 

they help you. So they bring someone out from the crowd when they see he’s in 

bad condition, and they tell this guy, ‘you have to carry the cross.’ So you see, we 

didn’t walk very far since the judgment, and already someone is carrying the cross. 

So Jesus actually does not carry the cross for very long. Yoshua carries the cross 
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up to here (5th station of the cross), and from here Simon the Cyrenian – and they 

go together – up the high western hill. There’s a small handprint on the left hand 

side (to the right of the arch marking the 5th station of the cross) – a tradition says 

it’s the hand of Yoshua.   

http://photos.igougo.com/pictures-photos-p434757-Jesus_hand_print.html  

 
 

4th Station of the Cross (Via Dolorosa, Way of Sorrow). This is the place where 

Yeshua meets his mother. The Meeting is depicted in relief above the door. The 

Armenian-Catholic church marks the spot where the Mother of Yeshua 

encountered her son. This event is not mentioned in the New Testament. 

“For the Catholic church, one of the most important things is the relics, and 

one of those major relics was the veil of Veronica. Now, the story is of a woman 

who pushes through the crowd, who takes off her veil and wipes the face of Yoshua. 

We don’t know who the woman was. We don’t even know her name. Veronica is 

not the name of someone – obviously it’s not a Jewish name – it’s actually two 

words: ‘vera’ is Latin for true, and ‘nica’ is Latin for icon, which means the ‘true 

image.’ The true image of Jesus, the true image of Yoshua on her veil.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Veil_of_Veronica 

“Guys, if you’ve been flogged, and you had a crown of thorns on your head, 

and your face is full of blood – it’s not hard to imagine someone wiping off your 

face with a piece of cloth. So that’s one of the holy relics of the church.  
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5th Station, Simon the Cyrenian helps Yeshua carry the cross. A Franciscan 

chapel commemorates the spot. Here the Way of the Cross begins the ascent to 

Golgotha (“Place of the Skull”). “And as they led him away, they laid hold upon 

one Simon, a Cyrenian, coming out of the country, and on him they laid the cross, 

that he might bear it after Jesus.” Luke 23:26 (KJV) 6th station, Pia Veronica 

Faciem Christi Linteo Deterci” (pious Veronica wiped the face of Christ with a 

cloth). 

“We’re now walking up to the seventh station. You came along the main 

market, from the Damascus Gate down there, to Mount Zion. Main markets do 

not belong in any quarter. We’re going to talk about the fact that the Old City is 

divided into quarters. We came through the Muslim Quarter, and we’re coming 

into the Christian Quarter. And this is the road that divides them. What’s below 

here (to the east) is Muslim, and what’s above here (to the west) is Christian. And 

as you go along, what’s below here (to the southeast) is the Jewish Quarter, and 

what’s above here (to the southwest) is the Armenian Quarter as you go further 

along. Those are the four quarters. So the main markets are not any quarter, they 

are the dividing lines between the quarters.  
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Jewish Quarter: The Oil Press Art Gallery - I notice a unique mosaic:  

Mosaic depicts Moses and the Ten commandments, the Exodus out of Egypt, and 

a circular zodiac of the 12 tribes.  

The emblems of the circular 12 tribes of Israel zodiac (clockwise): 

(1) Reuben=sun (2) Simeon=tower (3) Levi=breastplate  

(4) Judah=lion (5) Zebulun=ship (6) Issachar=donkey  

(7) Dan=scales (8) Gad=tent (9) Asher=olive tree  

(10) Naphtali=deer (11) Joseph=sheaves of wheat (12) Benjamin=wolf  

[Note: This same order of the 12 tribes of Israel is found in the four-square design 

of the Chagall Windows]  
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Go by Station 7 – Jesus falls for the second time. 

“But, if you had walked here 1,600 years ago, in the Byzantine period, you 

would have been on the main street of the Byzantine cardo. Do you remember I 

showed you, when we were in the museum in the Davidson center, the straight 

street that went across the city? And I said, ‘remember the steps.’ Here would be 

the steps – the cardo would be much lower, of course, it would be at least ten to 

fifteen meters below us – then there would be the steps up. And this would be the 

entrance to the Church of the Holy Sepulcher. Only all that was destroyed, and 

what we’re going to see is the church as it is today, which is the remodeled version 

from the time of the Crusaders. We’re entering the Christian Quarter. We’re on 

our way to the Church of the Holy Sepulcher.” 

[Shopkeepers try to sell us stuff as we pass by.] 

Marian: “We’re stopping here for anyone who is Lutheran in our group. 

There’s a Lutheran church (Lutheran Church of the Redeemer) here, it was built 

in the 1890s. Kaiser Wilhelm II bought the land for the Protestant Germans. That 

made the Catholics really angry, so they looked for a piece of land for the, as well. 

There was nothing in the Old City, so they got something outside.  

 
 

Via Dolorosa -- (Latin: 'way of pain'), the traditional pilgrimage route in 

Jerusalem commemorating Jesus' journey to the cross (Mark 15:20-23). The 

traditional route is not likely to have been historical, since Pilate probably 

condemned Jesus at the Herodian palace on the opposite side of the city (Matt. 
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27:19; Luke 23:4; John 18:28; Philo Delegation to Gaius 38; Josephus War 2.301). 

A route from there through the city to Golgotha would have led east on David 

street and then west on Triple Suk to Golgotha. The present route consists of two 

devotional stops near the Ecce Homo arch, seven outside leading to the Church of 

the Holy Sepulchre, and five inside the church itself. Though Byzantine pilgrims 

followed approximately the present route from Gethsemane to Calvary on Holy 

Thursday, they made no devotional stops. Numerous routes developed during the 

Middle Ages. The devotional practice of representing the gospel story in churches 

around fourteen stations led to the development of the present route. The route 

itself was fixed in the eighteenth century and all of the stations established in the 

nineteenth. (Matt.26) 

[As we walk, Stan tries to take his name tag off, and I have to remind him 

that it’s important to keep the name tag on so people will know what group he’s 

with. He complains that, ‘it’s barely hanging on.’ I help reposition it for him so it’s 

more secure.] 

“We’re on our way to the Church of the Holy Sepulcher. We’ll go inside, and 

with that, we’ll be finished with the major sites in the Old City.”  
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The Church of the Holy Sepulcher lies in the heart of the Christian Quarter of the 

Old City. Within the compound is the Hill of Golgotha (or Calvary), and the 

Rotunda which contains the Holy Sepulcher. Here Jesus was crucified, buried and 

resurrected. The Church is maintained by the Roman Catholics, the Greek 

Orthodox, and the Armenians. Ancient tradition places Jesus’ death, burial, and 

resurrection over this site. Queen Helena, mother of Constantine, ordered this 

church to be built over the site Christians showed her when she visited Jerusalem 

in about 335 A.D. Through archeology, it was found that this site was actually 

outside city walls at the time of Jesus’ death and was used as a quarry with many 

tombs cut into the rock. The church was rebuilt on a smaller scale by Byzantine 

emperor Constantine Monomachus in the 1040s following its destruction by 

Fatimid sultan Hakim in 1009. It was enlarged again by the Crusaders between 

1114 and 1170. A disastrous fire in 1808 and an earthquake in 1927 necessitated 

extensive repairs.   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Church_of_the_Holy_Sepulchre 

Marian: “The skull, according to the gospel of John (19:17) – there was a hill 

that looked like a skull. But according to the church fathers, it’s the skull of Adam 

– the first sinner. Yes. And what I want to clear up is that everybody knows that 

the first sinner was a man! (laughter from the women in the group) Can we make 

that clear right now?” Women: “Yes.” 

Paul: “But it was because of a woman that Adam fell – he fell for the woman.” 

Stan: “There you go.” 

Marian: “End of discussion. Let me remind you that when Eve ate from the 

apple, nothing happened. When Adam ate from the apple, it got stuck in his 

throat.” (laughter) 

Paul: “Adam’s apple – that’s good.” 

Marian: “OK, now, joking aside. Place of the Skull means it probably was a 

cemetery area. John gives us a description: it looked like a skull, and that could 

certainly be; the mountains erode in a certain way, and there are certainly many 

mountains that look like skulls – even today. 

“So when we go into the church, we’re going to climb up on the right hand 

side to Calvary. We’ll find there a church divided into two halves: Catholic on one 

side, and Orthodox on the other. Then we’ll be going down to the site of the tomb. 

On the way we’ll pass the stone known as the stone of unction (The Stone of 



Anointing ). The stone was put in 1880 to mark the cleansing of the body of 

Yoshua. It is not an ancient site, but even so you will see a lot of people worshipping 

that particular stone. And then we will be going into the site of the tomb. So, I’m 

telling you this so if – God forbid – you lose me at any point, you’ll know to come 

back out and wait outside. 

“So we’re going first up to Calvary. We’re going to see the area of the 

crucifixion as it’s accepted by these six denominations, which are: Catholic, 

Orthodox, Armenian, Jacobite, Coptic, and Ethiopian.” 

Paul: “What’s Jacobite?” 

Marian: “The Syrian church.”   

[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacobite_Syrian_Christian_Church -- The Jacobite 

Syrian Christian Church is part of the Syriac Orthodox Church ] 

[We walk into the Church of the Holy Sepulcher] 

Marian: “Even the graffiti here is old.” (pointing to graffiti on the wall as we 

come to the steps that will take us up to Calvary) 

Paul (to Stan): “We’re going up to Golgotha.” [Calvaria, cranium (Latin); 

Golgotha, place of the skull (Hebrew)] 

Stan: “Lead the way, brother.” 

Ken: “These steps are too shallow.” (he’s tall and has to bend slightly to keep 

from hitting the top of his head on the stone arch) 

Paul (to Stan): “Hold on to the rail.”  
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Entrance to Golgotha. Under the sign of the Jerusalem Cross – the Jerusalem 

cross, also known as Crusaders' cross, is a heraldic cross or Christian symbol 

consisting of a large Greek cross surrounded by four smaller Greek crosses, one 

in each quadrant. A small stairway of stone leads to the Chapel of the Divestiture. 

Marian: “The church is the beginning of the 10th station. So, the 7th station 

is where we talked about Jesus leaving the city through a gate, and now we have 

come up to Calvary, the 11th station. The 10th station was where the clothes were 

taken away from Yoshua – from Jesus. I want to point that out, because when it 

says, ‘the clothes were taken from Jesus,’ it means exactly that. It would have been 

a nicety to allow a person to keep his clothes on during the last moment of suffering 

– no, the Romans wouldn’t allow that. In the last moment of suffering – no 

humility. When it says the clothes were taken from Jesus, it means everything.  

 
 

The 11th station shows Yeshua being nailed to the cross. Magnificent mosaics 

decorate the place where Jesus was crucified before the eyes of his mother. This 

holy site is guarded by the Roman Catholics.   

This was Golgotha ("place of the skull"), the emblem of suffering and shame. As I 

snapped a picture of Stan standing in front of that "old rugged cross," the mystical 

words of Gal. 2:20 came to mind: "My old self has been crucified with Christ. It is 

no longer I who live, but Christ lives in me. So I live in this earthly body by trusting 

in the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself for me." (New Living 

Translation) The thought occurred to me that while living in the body, our soul is 

crossified on the cross of matter. But when we die, our soul is released from the 
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tomb of the body. Perhaps, Stan was slowly going through the process where his 

soul was disengaging from the body and brain, and he would soon be released from 

the trials and suffering of the physical realm. Stan's daughter had told me that she 

believed Alzheimer's was her dad's way of saying goodbye to the world. It was his 

way of checking out from the bondage in Egypt (the physical) and making the 

transition to the Promised Land (the spiritual realm). The Soul, in essence, was 

saying it was time to go home. 

“11th station, Yoshua – Jesus – is put on the cross. 12th station is over there 

– Jesus dies on the cross. And you can see over there (12th station) is a completely 

different church. See the decoration over there, it’s completely different – that’s 

Orthodox (Greek). In between the Orthodox (12th) and the 11th station (the 

Madonna) is where Yoshua is brought down from the cross – the 13th station.  

 
 

12th Station. A chapel belonging to the Greek Orthodox marks the site of the death 

of Jesus. The altar is flanked by two supporting pillars and has a silver disk 

beneath it, marking the exact place where the Cross stood. 

“Ok, so this is 800 years old. It has been divided recently, in 1757 – something 

like that – into two different churches. And the Orthodox – the most important – 

is where Yoshua dies. 

“So here you see people touching the holy place if you’re Catholic, Orthodox, 

or Armenian. Of course, there is no way to know where the actual crucifixion was. 

But, according to those six denominations, this is the hill of the crucifixion – where 
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we were. This is Calvary – if you’re Catholic, Armenian, Orthodox, Jacobite, 

Coptic, or Ethiopian. We’re not going to go down and go through the other parts 

of the church.” 

[walk down the stairs to the level where the Stone of Unction and the Tomb 

of Jesus is located; also a large mural depicting the last stations of the cross]  

 
 

13th Station. Jesus is taken down from the Cross. An altar marks the spot where 

Mary received the body of her son after he had been taken down from the Cross. 

Jesus’ body was then laid out on the Stone of Unction (Anointing) and anointed 

with a mixture of myrrh, aloe, and aromatic oils. 

Marian: “Look at this mosaic. It gives us a very good idea of what was here 

before the church was built. When the church was built, it destroyed the evidence 

that we need to know if this is the right place. So, according to tradition, there’s 

the hill that we climbed up, and below is the skull of Adam, the first sinner – we 

cleared that subject up. Then the body of Yoshua is taken down, and then it’s 

taken to be buried. 

“But then you have the problem – that if he is on a rock – the important part 

is that the blood of Yoshua will touch the skull of Adam for redemption. The 

redemption for sin must come from the spilt blood of Yoshua. If it’s on a rock, that 

can’t happen. That’s what the earthquake is for. Remember, at the time of the 

crucifixion there’s an earthquake, and the rock is rent in two, and that would allow 
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the blood of Yoshua to touch the skull of Adam. [Matthew 27:51 – “…and the 

earth quaked, and the rocks were split.”]  

 
 

Immediately beneath the Greek Orthodox chapel on Golgotha, the Chapel of 

Adam is built against the Rock of Golgotha. Tradition holds that this was the 

burial place of Adam's skull (See Apocraphal Book of Adam and Eve). Christian 

tradition holds that Christ was crucified over the burial place of Adam's skull (first 

recorded by Alexandrian Origen). The crack in the Rock of Golgotha, clearly 

visible in the apse, is held by believers to have been caused by the earthquake that 

followed Jesus' death (Matthew 27:51). 

“Yoshua is brought down from the cross, his body is made clean. This is the 

stone that marks the site of the cleansing. It’s a new stone, put in 1880, but people 

like to worship it even so.”  
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From right to left (Hebrew way): (station 13) the body of Jesus is taken down from 

the Cross and laid on the Stone of Unction (station 14) the body of Jesus being laid 

in a tomb. 

Marian: “This part of the church is 4th century. And you may remember my 

saying that whatever is 4th century is quite reliable, because the early persecuted 

Christians would be marking sites that were important. This has a 4th century 

tradition. This is the church of Constantine – built by him – when he asked the 

local Christians: ‘Where is the tomb of Jesus?’ They showed him a cemetery. We 

do not see a cemetery. We see this monstrosity behind me (pointing to the large 

shrine built around the tomb of Jesus). This was also put up in 1880 (some sources 

say 1810) by the Orthodox, because they wanted to control the flow of pilgrims. So 

there is an enormous line to touch the tomb of Jesus, instead of being open to 

everyone around, so that everybody can touch it. 

“So today there are two openings for touching the tomb. One is held by the 

Greek Orthodox – and needless to say, when you go in you put something in the 

offering box – and the other one is held by the Coptic, and they don’t ask for any 

money. So when I have Catholic people with me, we simply go to the Coptic side 

for those who want to touch the tomb. But I want to remind you that the most 

important thing is not the tomb at all. The most important thing is that we are at 

the site of the resurrection – in other words, my dears, the tomb is empty. Duh – 

as they say nowadays – he has risen. So touching the tomb is just something 

symbolic. So we actually do not come to touch the tomb. Is that OK with 

everybody? (response, ‘amen’)  
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At the shrine containing Christ’s tomb in the church’s Rotunda. The Rotunda is 

built in Classical Roman style. In the first century AD, this site consisted of a small 

rocky rise just outside the city walls and a disused stone quarry into whose rock 

face tombs had been cut. The hillside was dug away in the 4th century to allow a 

church to be built around the tomb. People line up to go inside the holy shrine to 

see the tomb of Christ. The time each person can spend inside the shrine is limited 

to just a few minutes. Nonetheless, the experience of standing on Christianity’s 

most hallowed ground inspires many visitors with a deep sense of awe. 

“What I want to do is just give you the possible validity of this place. [bells 

start to ring] 

Stan: “It’s dinner time.” 

Paul: “No, it’s lunch time.” [follow Marian to a cemetery area] 

Marian: “In the time of Yoshua, this whole area was part of a cemetery. And 

you remember the kind of tombs in cemeteries – the body is laid out, and then 

after a year the bones are gathered and put in an ossuary. When you find anything 

like that, you’re in a cemetery – not in a tomb. You’re in a cemetery because Jewish 

people do not bury on their own. You have to bury in communities because it’s an 

unclean area. You cannot have a cemetery in a city. You cannot have a tomb in a 

city. 

“You know, one of the weirdest things for me in London was going on 

cemeteries to get from one place to another. I couldn’t get it, you know. How can 

you have a cemetery here? I have to cross it. 

“So in a Jewish mindset a cemetery is something you don’t want to go 

through because it will make you unclean – with all our ritual purity problems. 

So, this area – if it has a tomb – was a cemetery area. Now, if Constantine is only 

interested in the tomb of Yoshua, he’s going to build his church around that. In 

other words, we are right now outside the church. Right? We’re outside – the 

church is over there (pointing to the area of the rotunda). Because all this part of 

the cemetery was of no interest. These were other Jewish tombs. What Constantine 

was interested in was the one that they were telling him was the tomb of Yoshua. 

“Now, until 1985 we had no idea there was a cemetery here. In 1985 there 

was a big fire, and the whole area became unstable, which gave us a chance for 

excavation. So they took away the covert (hiding place), just this one fixed here – 

you can even see the holes around the door – where the covert (hiding place or 



shelter) was fixed in. They decided to pull out the covert (secret place), and when 

they went in they were amazed to find the home of a hermit. Somebody had been 

living in there in the 4th or 5th century. People wanted to live close by the tomb of 

Jesus. They cleared out the hermit’s area – so when you [organ music begins] go 

down the steps, you’ll see on your right the hermit’s door. And then they came to 

an ancient tomb. That’s what we’re here to see. When you go in – on the left hand 

side was the dip (small hollow) to place the body, and the niches are all around. 

Three or four people can go in, if they want – you don’t have to. Three or four 

people go in, and then come out.” 

[I go inside with Stan to see a circular-type room with niches. I take a 

picture.]  

 

Marian: “Did you go in?” 

Paul: “Yes.” 

Marian: “Could you see clearly inside?” 

Paul: “Yes.” 

Marian: “And you saw it’s the same niches that we saw when we were . . .” 

Paul: “Same niches. Could that have been where Yeshua was?” 

Marian: “No, he was in there.” (pointing to the shrine in the rotunda area) 
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[organ music continues, somewhat softer than before] 

Marian: “This cemetery was of no interest to Constantine. That’s the tomb 

of Jesus; this is just part of the cemetery. I bring you here to show you the 

possibility of that being the place of the burial. We’re in a cemetery. That could be 

right. So that’s the point.” 

Paul: “Now, didn’t Constantine send his wife to do the . . .” 

Marian: “His mother. Yeh, I cut the explanation short. I didn’t want to make 

it too difficult. OK, anybody who has seen the ancient tomb and is getting bored, 

if you whisper into that wall over there (pointing to the wall on the other side of 

the circular cave-like area), you can hear it in this wall over here (diametrically 

opposite to the other side). So, if one of you goes on one wall, and one of you goes 

on the other – it’s like a whispering gallery.”  

 

Paul: “Can you hear me?” (talking to the curved wall) 

Kim: “How can we hear when everybody’s talking at once?” 

Marian: “It doesn’t matter. Is somebody whispering to you?” 

[I continue to only hear soft organ music in the background. We walk past 

the tomb of Jesus. I take a picture of the dome, which has 12 symbolic golden rays 

and a central bright white light that seems to blind the onlooker with a 

“resurrecting beam.”]  
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The Rotunda is located in the centre of the Anastasis, beneath the larger of the 

church's two domes. In the centre of the Rotunda is the chapel called The Edicule, 

which contains the Holy Sepulchre itself. The Edicule has two rooms. The first one 

holds The Angel's Stone, a fragment of the stone believed to have sealed the tomb 

after Jesus' burial. The second one is the tomb itself. The dome above the tomb 

has a central white light with 24 rays extending into 12 golden rays, encircled by a 

pattern of 132 dots (24+36+72) that are surrounded by 20 arch-like openings.  
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In the Christian Quarter. Walking on ancient pavement stones in the Old City of 

Jerusalem.  

We approach the Old City walls, constructed of great blocks of grey stone. The 

walls were built by the Turkish sultan Suleiman the Magnificent in 1542 on the 

foundations of the Roman Aelia Capitolina and the Crusader city. Measuring 2.5 

miles in circumference, and varying from 30 to 60 feet in height according to the 

conformation of the land, the walls are pierced by seven gates: Jaffa Gate (on the 

west), Damascus Gate (north), Zion Gate (south), Lion (Stephen’s) Gate, Dung 

Gate (near Western Wall), New Gate (northwest), Herod’s Gate (northeast). The 

Eastern Gate (Golden Gate) is presently sealed.  

 
 

At Jaffa Gate, originally the starting point of the road to the most important port 

town of Joppa (Jaffa), near Tel Aviv. The Jaffa Gate is also the place where there 

is an entrance to the Ramparts, where it is possible to walk almost around the 

entire city, taking in views of the Old City in all directions. The section near the 

Dome of the Rock and Temple Mount is closed.  
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Outside the Old City walls. A view of the Citadel. The Citadel is also called the 

Tower of David. It is an imposing bastion just inside the city wall. The present-day 

structure dates principally from the 14th century and includes additions made in 

1532 by Suleyman the Magnificent. Excavations indicate that there was a fortress 

here from Herodian times. 

 

Addendum: One of my most memorable experiences during my tour of Israel 

in 2007 was the excursion I took around the walls of Old City Jerusalem. This was 

a great way to see the city gates. The order of city gates, from east-south-west-

north is: Lions gate, Eastern gate, Dung gate, Tanners gate (Jerusalem 

Archaeological Park), Zion gate, Jaffa gate, New gate, Damascus gate, Herod’s 

gate (Flowers gate).  
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